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The powers not delegated to the United state. 
by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the states, 
are reserved to the States respectively 
or to the people. 
--Tenth Amendment, 
U.S. Constitution 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The problem of the powers reserved by the States has been perennial 
in American history_ Seven generations of Americans have wrestled with 
the problem of reconciling the expansion of federal power with the powers 
proper to the States. As one of the first statesmen to meet the diffi-
culty. James Madison saw it developing even before his country was perma-
nently established. He was the Congressman. moreover, who presented the 
formula which enshrined the principle of reserved power in the Constitu-
tion and it was he who found the most comprehensive answer to what that 
principle meant. The search for that answer consumed most of Madison's 
life. 
At the beginning of his political career, Madison was a dedicated 
nationalist, a patriot devoted to securing a free and independent Ameri-
can nation. By 1800 the situation had radically changed. The American 
nation had not only been secured, but had grown so powerful that Madison 
beli~ved it threatened the safety of the States. Consequently he left 
the ranks of the Federalists and took up the standard of states' rights. 
The third period of Madison's development in regard to the federal-state 
conflict came near the close of his lite. As the danGers of nullification 
and secession arose during the 1830's, Madison directed his wanin~ powers 
to defend that Constitution which recognized both the powers of the centra 
governtllent and of the Stat'38. Thus beginning as a nationalist. Madison 
1 
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then saw himself as a oitizen of Virginia, and finally as a oonstitution-
alist. 
Born at Port Conway in Virginia on Maroh 16, 1751, Madison entered 
the College of New Jersey (later Princeton University) in 1769. After 
graduating he considered joining the ministry as his lifo's work; but, 
drawn into the politioal vortex of that deoade, he took instead a seat in 
the Vir,ginia Convention of 1776. At that time he was but twenty-five 
years old and from that day forward he was to hold high office in his 
oountry tor torty years oulminating in the Pr~sid.noy of the United Stat~ 
Even after his Presidency, he lived another twenty years until his death 
in 1836. 
In 1780 during the height of the Revolutionary War, he went as a del-
egate to the Continental Congress which was at that time awaitinl:'; the 
tinal ratitications by the States of the Articles of Contederation. The 
ratification by Maryland in the following year put the Articles into 
effect. The second of these articles expressed the principle of reserved 
powers in the first form that applied to the nation as a whole--later the 
Federal Constitution would have its own formula, somewhat difterent. The 
article reads: "Each state retains its sovereignty, freedonI, and inde-
pendenee, and every power, jurisdiotion, and right, which is not by this 
confederation expressly delegated to the United states, in Congress 
assembled. ,,1 
lselect Documents Illustrative of the History of the United Stat!!. 
1776-1861, ed. William McDonald (New-York; 1927), p:-7:--
3 
There were already ,precedents in American ;:overnment for such n dec-
laration. In 1776 Madison had been present when his fellow-VirGinian 
·ieorq-o Hason drew up the Declaration of Rights which declared i'that all 
power is vested in. and consequently derived from, the poople; that ma~­
istrataa are their trustees and servante. n2 The Constitution of Nasoa-
chusatts in 1780 included a principle that followed the second of the 
Articles of Confederation ever mere cloooly: "The people of this COlumon-
wealth have the sole and exclusive ri~ht of r,overning themselves. as a 
free, sovereig~t and independent state; and dOt and forever hereafter 
shall, exeroise and enjoy every pouer, jurisdiction. rir:ht, "'hieh is not. 
or may not hereafter be, by them expressly dele~ated to the United states 
of America, in Conp;ress a.ssembled."} Notice should be taken of the word 
"expresnly'l which appears 1n both the Massachusetts constitution and the 
article of Cont~d~,ration. Bitter fir;hts would later be foul\'ht--and lost--
over that word. 
B'.lt behind thls A.C'lericnn bllckground of the 1uestion lies a tradition 
of British and French political tbou:;:ht. Indeed the different .European 
for.lll-J:lations of the problem of reserved power each found a ch,'Iu'llpion aalong; 
the American le~ders. 
B&aica11y only three positions ,3.re possible tor one wishing Ii popular 
2lli Federal and state Constitutions. Colonial Charters and Other 
Or,,:anic ~. ed. F'r'ancia r~. Thorpe C;l&shinc.;ton, 1909), VII. 3812. 
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:,:overnment. Either he stands -vdth Blackstone--and later with Ha.m!lton--
on the side of Earliamentarl despotism; or with ~ousseau and Jefferson on 
the side of democrat1~. despotism; or somewhere in the m.iddle with Locke 
and Madison on the narrow led~e of divided sov~rei~tl. The notion ot 
soverei.'?:llty is itself subject to a:nbiguities (as will be pointed out more 
tully in Chapter IV); for the present, it ma.y be anid that the thrfle 
groups all admit the soverei~ty of tb~ people. They would a~ee, more-
over, that all just goverrunents mUflt be based on the will of the people. 
The issue that. divided them is more subtle. Suppose that R free people 
have erected a popular government to rule their communa.l lives. ThA.t 
,!overnment. if it is to be competent, must have the 1)0\1er to enforce its 
determinations on the body politic. But it this government abuses its 
power in particular instances, is there any lettal way tor thf'! citizens to 
resist? Th$ important word 1e legal. Against t7ranny a morally leeiti-
mate way is always open to the people--that is to say. some revolutions 
.!.!:! just. Yet a revolution is by its nature extra-le~al. 
Can the oitizens, therefore, resist governmental tyranny in nOllle 
fastion which will be within th6ir e:ds!:ing leGal framework? To wait tor 
the next elections and vote tor somebody else would be sound advice in 
most oa.ses, but what o.f those instancos when nothinl~ worth savin~r will be 
left by the next eleetionu'l Ie any power, both legal and co~rcive, left 
with the people? 
William Blackstone sa75 no. l'arllament can, according to Bh\ckstone 
ttdo everythin.it that is not naturally impossible; and thar(!fore aome have 
not scrupled to call its power, by a fi~ure rather too bold the omnipo-
tence of p~rliament. True it i8 t that what the parliament doth, no 
5 
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authority upon earth can undo. tI "It hath soverei€Jl and uncontrollable 
authority :in. the makinr;, confirming, enlarg1n/1, restraining, Illbrogatinz. 
repealing, revivin;r" and expoun.ding of laws. concerning matters of all 
possible denominations, ecclesia.stical or temporal, civil, military. mari 
time, or criminal; this beine: the place wbere that "!.~solute .~&spotic po~­
!r. which must in all p.;ov-,rnments reside somewhere, is entrusted. 1I5 (The 
italics are our olm.) In such a t>,-stel'!'! it is a prime irolwrtance thE[ t all 
worth, men be elected to the dread body of parliament. But is not Black-
stoqe, by his stressing this point, only leaving us with a counsel of de-
spail"? Canllot the mir!Ci of man devise some mear.ure of protection from his 
men creations'? 
Jean Jacques Rouseeau '1'ould say yes, but his approach to the problem 
is somewhat different from Blackstone's. Rousseau's political philosophy 
is best expressed in hie Social Contr!£i. Not to accuse Rousseau ot sus-
ta1ned conSistencY'. we IDa, e:till look tor his recurrent thought. "as f'lor 
as it is possible to discover what his opinions were arc1d the numerous 
6 
contradictions, intentional and unintentional, of hie writ.ings." 
In the tifth chapter ot the Social Contract. Rousseau presents the 
following mysterious riddle: "To find a form of association which shall 
defend and protect with the public force the person f .. cd propel'ty of $sch 
associate, a.nd by means of which each, unitin~; with allt shall obey 
4 Comm~ntarie8 on the Laws or Enrdand. Book It Chapter 2, 4th edition 
by .Tames Dewi.tt ImdrewS\c'ITCaeo, 18(9), I, 1616. 
5Ibid • 
6-
The Social Contraot (New York, 1893); from the Introduction by 
EdwardL. \,a1ter. 
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however only himself' :'iDd remain as free as betore. tI This i3 pure mystica 
nonsense, yet Housseau regards it as the goal of all s::;)o1-:)ty. That it 
might appear attainable, Rouliseau explains this sooial compact in tf;rms 
Cit his celec~l.lhod "enoral illl~ HI!, thf.1n, we remove trom the social con 
tract all that is not of ita essenos, it will be reduced to the rollowing 
terms: tEach of us gives in common his person and all his force under 
the supreme direction ot the general will; and wo receive ~3.eh luember as 
an indiv:tsible part ot the whollll. 11I7 It the c1ti~en. however, ia indi-
visible from the whole, then we h~ve the basis for that democratic des-
potislIl of the faeoi$t sort which is 80 easily read iata the work~ of 
Rousaeau. 
Nor does his notion of sovereignty help matters; tor this also, he 
believes, is inalienable and injivisible. tlTh~ first and ~ost i~portant 
con.equence of the prinoiples just ostabliehed 1e, that; onll tbe general 
will can direot the forces of the state ••••• I say then the sover(!ign~ 
being only the exercise of the general will, oan naver alienate itself. 1.8 
What i8 this general will upon which all else dependsoj If it 1a more thal 
a mere majority opinio4l, thftn lIlass rule might be avoided. At one POi!lt 
Rousseau supports such a hope when he states that there is lis. great diff-
erence between the will of all t:ind the geeneral will." Thit~ hope is -soon 
dashed, for he explain$ that by i'th.-:' will ot all II he means the undiffer-
entia ted will before th$ opposing views are cancelled o,f. "'2ak1) from 
8 ~., 34-}5. 
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these same w11ls the plue and the minus, which de.troy each other, and 
there will remain tor the sum of the difference the general w111.,,9 In 
otlJ..!r words we are back where we started, mass rule. 
The general will is, furtherfllol'.t not:.nly incapahle of doinr; wrong 
to anyone, but is the only legitimate voice of the people. i>;ou5Se.i1.1 dis-
approves of all political parties and clubs and even disccurares any sort 
of public associations cecause such bodies would neoess&rily have voicsa 
of their own which would distract tbe citizen fron; the tdren voice ot the 
general will. liou.eeau thereby rejects that political pluralism which 
Madison would later rev.:a.rd so hL~hly. 
Where Rousseau laid down general prinCiples, Thomas Jefferson was 
able to fOllow with some of his own. "Atter all, it i8 my pritlci}'le: that 
th ill f th . it ... ld 1 "1 1,10 e woe maJor Y SdOU & ways preva1 • He tended to think 
that,. primitive society without any ,:;overnment was the best for man; and 
should any governments exist, "I hold it that a little rebellion now and 
11 then is a iood thinu;." It is to Jefferson 1 s credit that Ilis actions 
were otten more prudent 1YaaJl his words. lie became a great American by 
what he did for ids country rather bhan by what he said about it. Hegard 
ing the reserved powers, Jefferson's policy was simple: since any action 
9Ibid., '+1. 
lOThe writin~8 of Thomas Jetferson, ed. Paul L. Foru (New York, 
lG92-1899), IV, 79':'!;80. RaI'eafter !'efet"red to Q$ ~. 
llThe Papol'tl 2! Thomas Jeff0rS0l1, ~ld. Julitt!\ P. BOlli (rrinceton, 
1955), XI, 93. 
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of govc .. 'nment which was opposed to tho people' s desires was invalid. the 
only matter open to discussion was how the people we~e to redress the 
wrvug. 
l-iadison tried to find a miJdlll ground oucweoXi the oxl;re.rH~8 of a. f-':OV-
ernmont responsible but ol'!luipotent, and of III PQPula.r but despotic one. 
John Locko had sought the same sort of ground but with lesa 8uccess--
partly because he dealt with the unwritten English constitution while 
l1adiacHl had the American docwuent. In his 'I'reatiae .2! Civil Jover.nment. 
eh. XIII, Locke insisted that some power must remain in the hands of the 
people. "Thera remains still in the people a supreme power to remove or 
alter the legislative when they find the legislative act contra~y to the 
trust reposed in them. For &11 power given with trust for the attaiAin~ 
an end being limited by that end, whenever that end is manifestly neg-
lected or opposed, the trust must necessarily b. forfeited, and the power 
12 devolve into the hands of those that gave it.1f Yet, despite this adser-
t10n wh1ch seems so opposed to the absolutism of Blackstone's parliament, 
Locke 119 forced to admit that the actual possibility of such a devolution 
of power is practically n11, for t1thi.l pO\,/sr of the people can never take 
l' place till the government be dissolved."./ BlaCKstone took notice ot the 
difficulty Locke had enoountered. After explaining the lattor's theory 
12Treat1ee £! Civil Goyernmen~t ed. Charles L. Sherman (New York, 
193'1) t ;: 100. 
13Ibid •• 101. 
9 
of devolution, Slaokstone says, "But, however just this conclusion may be 
in theory, we cannot prac tica.lly adopt it, nor take any le ,,;a1 steps for 
14 
carrying it into execution." That. was true of the E:ngland of Black-
stone's day and of England today; but could a nation that was federal in 
character so arrange the distribution of power within it, that particular 
powers mi,&.sht devolve while the government be not dissolved. That was the 
question Madison set out to answer. £ven at the beginninl~ of his oareer 
when ha was most conoerned about the establishment of a. new national gov-
ern~entt Madison was aware of the oontest ot powers Which such a ~overn-
meut would generate. 
l4BlaOltstone, p. 162. 'fhe italics are B1aokstone' s. Any italios 
llppearing in !1 quoted source may hereafter be understco:l as in tne ori!d.-
na1 unless stated otherwise. 
CHAPTER II 
MADISON THE NATIONALIST 
Like many American leaders after the War of Independence, Madison 
~as dissatisfied with the government provided by the Articles of Conteder-
ation. Realizing the need of a strong national government, he also under-
stood that complete centralization was out of the question. As his letter 
to Washington on April 16, 1787 indicates: "conceiving that an individual 
independence of the States is utterly irreconcilable with their aggregate 
sovereignty, and that a. consolidation of the whole into one single repu1);o. 
lic would be as inexpedient as it is unattainable, I have sought for a 
middle ground, which may at once support a due supremacy of the national 
authority and not exclude the local authorities whenever they can be ~­
ordinate1y useful."l (The italics are ours.) Madison here envisioned the 
States in a much humbler role than they actually play. Madison's position 
here is nationalistic, but mixed with ~~od political sense in that he ap-
preciated the need of some compromise. 
During the same month of April, Madison penned an essay entitled 
"Vices of the Political System of the United states" wherein he deplored 
the feebleness of the then-obtaining system. Aware that many of his fel-
low-citizens had a deep-set fear of bureaucratic government, he proceeded 
cautiously. "The great desideratum in Government is such a modification 
lThe Writings of James Madison, ed. Gaillard Hunt (New York, 1903), 
I, 287.--raereafter,-rhis will be referred to simply as Hunt.) 
-
10 
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of the sovereignty as will render it sufficiently neutral between the dit-
ferent interests and factions to oontrol one part of the sooiety from in-
vading the rights of another, and, at the same time, sufficiently con-
trolled itself from setting up an interest adverse to that of the whole 
aocietYe,,2 This wholesome fear of bureaucracy will reappear in Madison 
time and aga~n over the years. 
Rumor of a convantion to dr'3.f't a nQ\>1 fed.eral Constitution W3.S in the 
air that sj?ring. l-lashington saw the n~ed but doabt~d whether the men of 
the diff.3rent states would cooperate ,suff1ei(?ntl:r in any joint remedJ". He 
also had fearu that the ex~cut.1.ve authority of the S'ovf'!rnment 'Would not be 
made sufficiently strong. "I have doubts whether any system without the 
means of coer.cion in the Sovo1"('i b"ll will enforce Obedience to the aen~ 
Government; without which everything else f~ils.,,3 
Despite such d~ubts the Constitutional Convention did meet in Phila-
delphia ,lot the Iilnd of May, 1787. l'lashington was appointed P~esident ot 
the Convention l'lhilc Ma.lison ncted ns one of the several de1egatl:ls from. 
the State of Virginia.. Durin.?; tb.e course o.f the dab:ltes th~ matter of' re-
served powers was s~nrca1y brought up. A. fe',l times the pos~ibility ot a 
bill of' ri~hta including a detinition of reselrved power ~"as mentioned, but 
4 
was ItroL;ard3d a,:; nU!e;ntory" sinoe the de1eg-atee ot the convention 
2 ~ •• 327. 
3The Writings 2! George Washington, ed. John C. Fitzpatrick 
('.-!a13hin!!ton, 1939), XXIX, 190-191. 
4Washington to Lafayette (April 28, 1788), ~., XXIX, 473. 
12 
conaidered the torm and substance ot the Constitution to be a virtual bill 
ot rights itselt. 
Madison's voluminous notes, known as Debates in the Federal Conven-
--------- --- ------- ---~-
~, provide the most complete account ot the transactions. On June 29 
the notes record the tollowing: '~r. Madison agreed with Doc: Johnson, 
that the mixed nature ot the Gov: ought to be kept in view; but thought 
too much stress was laid on the rank ot the States as political societiea. 
There was a ~adation, he obaerved, trom the smallest corporation, with 
the most limited powers. to the largest empire with the most pertect sov-
ereignty. He pointed out the limitation in the sovereignty ot the States • 
• • • • • Under the proposed Gov: the powers ot the States will be much 
turther reduced.'" This is certainly a nationalist attitude. 
The aame discussion was recorded by another ot the delee-tes, ~rt 
Yates ot New York. His account ot Madison's remarks are at Variance with 
the Virginian's in aeveral respects. According to Yates's journal: "Mr. 
Madison: Some contend that the States are SOVereign when, in tact, they 
are only political societies. There ia a gradation ot power in all soci-
eties trom the lowest corporation to the highest aovereign. The States 
never posaessed the essential righta ot sovere1gnty.n6 Yates's final 
atatement ia contounding--if Madison regarded the States as never having 
sovereignty, how could he permit them to ratity? Furthermore, such a 
denial would have earned his anathema a tew years thereatter. It is tar 
'Documents Illustrative of the Formation ot the Union of the 
American states, edt Charles TansIiI (Wa8hin~ton; 1927), p. 299:--
6 ~.,823-824. 
l' 
~ore likely. therefore, that Yates over-simplified the Virginian's remarks 
which themselves lett little enough to the States. 
Sinoe Hamilton and Madison worked olose~ together after the Conven-
tion, it is helpful to understand Hamilton's views during the Convention. 
Hamilton needed the political maneuvering of his triends even to be ap-
pointed as a dele~te; but his haad. were tied beoause the other two New 
York delegates represented the party ot Governor George Clinton, Hamilton'e 
opponent. 7 Outvoted oa all the major issue. by the other two delegates, 
Hamilton deoided to divide his time between Philadelphia and New York. 
During the tirst month of the convention when he was in unbroken 
attendaace, the junior delegate from New York .aid little, permitting 014-
er and wiser statesmen to voice their seatiments. The.e sentiments ran in 
two opposite currents: the first was the Virginia plan of idmund Randolph 
which went beyond the purpose of merely revising the Articles of Confeder-
ation and envisioned the creation ot a true national government; The sec-
ond was the New Jersey plan ot William Paterson which aimed at a moderate 
strengthening of the Artioles. To the observant Hamilton, the Virginia 
plan s ••• ed by far the sounder, yet he was far trom satisfied with it. 
Consequently, on June 18 Hamilton took the tloor--and held it the rest of 
7John C. Miller, Alexander Hamilton, Portrait ~ Paradox (New 
York, 1959), p. 152. 
8 the day according to the notes of Madison. 
14 
He began by enumerating what people expect and need from their gov-
ernment and then strove to show that neither the Virginia nor the New 
Jersey plan fulfilled the requirements. Next he launched into his consti-
-
tution complete with articles and sections. He explained he was not eub-
mitting the constitution to the delegates for their formal consideration, 
but rather as a sketch ot what he considered must appear in the final 
dratt. Among other innovations he would have the President and all the 
senators hold ottice indetinitely nin good behavior. ff Hie tenth article 
startled the majority of the delegates_ "All the laws ot the particular 
States contrary to the Convention or laws ot the United States to be ut-
tered void. And the better to prevent such laws being passed the Governor 
or President ot each state shall be appointed by the Jeneral Government_,,9 
~~e provision about the government appointing state governors sounds radi-
cal even today; in 1787, it struck some as fantastic. It is small wonder 
that the Convention promptly set aside Hamilton's explosive notions. 
8 Although the authenticity of Madison's not.s on the whole has never 
been seriously questioned, certain parts puzzled not a tew historians be-
cause of similarities to other notes taken at the Convention. Atter a 
scientific study of manuscripts by two modern historians, it seems that 
Madison copied out. during September and October of 1789. the Journal of 
William Jackson who had served as the secretary ot the Convention, and 
used this journal to make additions and corrections in his own notes. ct. 
Charles Keller and George Pierson, itA New :t-<.adison Manuscript Relating to 
the Federal Convention, 1787." American Historical Review, XXXVI (Oct., 
1930), 17-30. 
9Tansill, p. 225. (From the notes ot Madison.) 
1.5 
The Convention turned instead back to the Virginia plan and, after 
any a compromise, came up with a much-amended form of the original Vir-
ginia plan of .Randolph; so amended that aandolph himself would not sign. 
Madison was favorably disposed toward the measure and was wi1lin~ to sign. 
Hamilton, a1thou~h very critical of some of the provisions, was always a 
realist. He knew that something was better than nothing and that the 
American people were at a crisis. Some organ of government had to be 
aRreed upon and put into operation. Hamilton was eager to have the de1e-
gates sign unanimously, but he failed not only with Randolph but with 
Hason. This was a serious blow because George Mason had made some of the 
most important decisions of the Convention. He was a clear thinker and 
contributed frequently during the debates. When the prOVisional draft was 
being drawn up, Mason made an obeervation of cardinal importance. Again 
from Madison's notesl "On the resolution 'referring the new Constitution 
to Assemblies to be chosen by the people for the express purpose of rati-
fyins it,' Col. George Mason considered a reference of the plan to the 
authority of the people as one of the most important and easentia1 of the 
Resolutions. The Legislatures have no power to ratify it. They are the 
mere creatures of the State Constitutions, and can not be greater than 
their creators. •• Whither then must we resort? To the people with 
whom all power remains that has not been given up in the Constitutions de-
rived from thera n10 Years later I"ladison would insist upon this clarifica-
tion made by Mason. 
10 Ibid., p. 434. 
-
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All in all, thirty-nine of the fitty-five delegateo who had attended 
the convention agreed to ei;r,n. Along with the propo!',ed Constitution, 
George Washington sent to tho President of Congress in New York his own 
letter of introduotion as President of the Convention. Washington's ~~r 
breathes of the tra.nquility whioh aomes only a.tter a storm. Be writes aa 
a man who has seen hie duty through to the end and seen history made in 
the process. We confine ourselv6& to that part of it which deals with the 
federal-state conflict. 
It is obviously impractioable in the federal 
government of these states to seoure all rights 
of independent sovereignty to each, and yet pro-
vide tor the interest and safety ot all: Indi-
viduala entering into society, must give up a 
share ot liberty to preserve the rest. The magni-
tude of the sacrifice must depend as well on the 
situation and circumstance as on the object to 
be obtained. It is at all times diffioult to 
draw with preoision the line between those rights 
which lIay be surrendered and those which may be 
reserved; and on the present oocasion this diff':l.-
oulty wan enoreased (SiC) by a difference among 
the several states as to their situation, extc~~t 
habits, and particular interests. 
In all our deliberations on this subject we 
kept steadily in view, that whioh appears to us 
the greatest interest of every true Amel~1~<.m, the 
consolidation of our Union, in which is involved 
our prosperity, felt!itYt safety. pernafd our 
national existence. 
However noble the letter, a fight was still in store herore the Con-
stitution it accompanied was accepted. A l€lrge share of the fight was 
waged by the remarkable "Publius. tI Publiu8 was not one man, but three: 
Alexander Hamilton, James Madison, and John Jay. Of the ei!';hty-five 8S-
says whioh appeared in various New York newspap~rs under the name of 
11 ~.,1003. 
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rublius t Madison was probably the author of twenty-nine--that is, just 
over a third of the entire work. 12 The problem of the essays olaimed by 
both Hamilton and Madison will never be conclusively resolved. as a oenM 
of oontroversy will testify. For most of' the disl1uted ni.4mbers, however, 
strong reasons exist whioh favor Madison. Jacob E. Cooke acoepts the 
tladison olaims in his recent edi tioD of !h!. ... F... e .-d ... Q;;"ra.,l;;;:.i;;;:.s;;.t . . which is truly a 
13 work ot exegesia. and we would do well to aocept the same. 
The purpose of the Federalist Papers was to convinoe the people of 
the United sts.tes that the Constitution was neoessa.ry and prop~r for thei 
safety and prosperity. The Papers are a work of advocaoy. not a flight 0 
speculation. The writers were selling a produot and like all salesmen 
they occasionall1 said thinr,s their better judgment told them were just 
not so. This was all the more unavoidable aince Hamilton and Madison un-
uertook an !! litteram defense of the Constitutional text. Thus, when 
baoked into a phrase or clauae bound to C:Hwe trepidation among their 
critics. thf~'y tried to solve the dif'ficul ty whatever way they c()uld. 
Not all of Madison's statements shculd bo r.;iven the same credit. \;1$ 
must remember that the Devil can quote Scripture to hi~ purpose. To take 
for example, the passage where Madison says that the powers of the new 
14 government "are tew and defined, fI and regard it as representative thoueP 
12Cf• Douglass Adair, "The Authorship of the Disputed. £'ederalist 
l'apera. II William a.nd Mary "uarterll. 3d series, Part I (April. 1944); 
Part II (July, 19~. 
13The ... F... e..-d.8.ra;;;o;;;:.,li;;;:.s;;"t .... ed. Jacob Cooke (Middletown, Conn., 1961). 
14 ~.,313. 
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would be to ta.ke th0 Q~{ce.ptiou for the rulu t as can b~ seen by co,upl.!.!'inc; 
it tv the whole toody 01' hia "/ork in thtCl Fedlira1ist. 
pl~in6 the advantages Mceruing to tho Juited Btat~s a~ u tad.ral republic. 
iht then faces his eiliot ta~. a deIense o! '!;he I~ants of pOlo1EU' made to the 
central authority. As a palliative to those anxious about th~ States' 
prerogatives he adds various reasons why. the St.a.tes would, in allY contest 
of power have the aJvanta",,--e over the 1ederal allthorities. 
Madison's definitions tor pure democracy and for a republic are close 
the confusion with which the terms were u~ed in hiiS QQ.;!.) First he ex-
plains :fa purll'i Democr'acy t by which I 1t;19an, a .L)ociety t Ilonsinting vi a. 
small number- of citizens, who assemble and administerche GO'isrn'l1ent in 
person. H15 Such governments have no cure fot' Hthe 1Ilischi.f6 of faction." 
"Henc. it is, that su:::h Democracies have ttv~n' beEin spec taclee of' turbul.~.nee 
and contention; huve ever been tound inco~p~tible with personal security, 
or the ri~nts at property; and have in general been as sliort in their ~ves 
16 
as they have been violent in their deaths. H J.1a.clison oriticizes "theoret-
io politicians. who have patronized this species of :Jovernment. n amon\5 
whOAl he would have to number his friend Thomas Jefferson. (Jefferson at 
15 
!!!.!!., 61. 
16Ibid • 
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this time was s'l;ill in 1-ari8 serving as the Aruerican envoy and knew nothlng 
about the work Nadison was doing in the Federalist Papers.) 
But iA.n alternate form of popular government is at hand: itA Republi<J, 
by which I mean a Government in which t.he scheme of representation takes 
plaoe, opens a different lJrospect.fl17 The two features which disting'u.ish 
the republic from pure deomcraoy a1'e the use of representation arid the 
larger territory it can administer effioiently. In Loth these features 
~adison finds protection from the evils of faction and irresponsible rule. 
'fhe ability of a republic to administer a vast area brin~s Madison t) 
his pre-ordained conclusion: IIHence it. clearly appears, that the same ad-
vantage whioh a Republic has over a Democracy, in cO[ltroling effee ts of 
faction, is enjoyed by a large over a small rtepublie--is enjoyed by the 
Union over the States composing it. H18 
Referring to this essay. Douglass Adair has said, "Hadition was one of 
the pioneers of 'pluralism' in politioal thought. Where Hamilton saw the 
oorporate spirit of the several states as poisonous to 'the union, Hadison 
was aware that the preservation of the state governments could serve the 
cause of both liberty and union.,,19 
Evidence of Madison' s pluralism is seen in No. 51 as well. If Differ-
ent interests necessarily exist in different classes of citizens. If a 
majority be united by a commOl! intere0:3t. the rights of the minority will 
17 ~ •• 62. 
18 !ill_,64. 
19Adair, "The AutholShip of Disputed Papers," Part II, 259. 
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be insecure_ There are but two methods of providing against this eVil: 
The one by creatint" a will in the community independent of tha JDajority. 
that is, ot the society itself; the other by comprehending in the society 
so many separate descriptions of citizens, as will render an unjust com-
bination ot a majority of the whole, very improbable_,,20 By the first 
method Madison meant monarchy, which he rinds unsatisf3ctory for other 
reasons. "The second method will be emplified in the rederal republic of 
the United States." The Madison credo is simple: in numbers lies our 
salvation. His divergence from Rousseau is here made clear. The French-
man, by use of plus and minus. would never be able to find "an unjust com .. 
bination of a majority." which Madison recognized as a real danger. Fur-
thermor., the Frenohman was in favor of preventing local interests and 
parties from springing up while Madison placed security in their very cul-
tivation. "The larger the SOCiety, provided it lie within a practluaLle 
sphere, the more duly capable it will be of self government. And happily 
for the republican cause, thepraoticable sphere may be carried to a very 
great extent, by a judioious modifioation and mixture of the federal prin-
ciple_,,21 
Having explained the nature of a republic and the blessings of a fed-
eral one, Madison face. the knottier proble. of justifying the powers 
whioh are to be giyen the Federal Government. In No. 44 of the eseaTs he 
detends Article It Seotion 8t Clause IB--known today a. the Elastio Clause 
20The Federalist, p. 351 • 
. --...- ......-..... -.. ..-
21 llli-, p. '5'. 
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It rellds: "The Con);;:ress shall have Power • • • To make all Laws which 
shall be necessary and proper for carrying into execution the tore going 
Powers, and all other Powers 'ested by this Constitution in the Government 
of the United states, or any DeIHlrtment or Officer thereot. 1,22 Madison 
admits: "Few parts ot the Constitution have been assailed with more in-
temperance than this; yet on a fair investi[~tion ot it, no part can ap-
pear more compleatly invulnerable. Without the substance of this power, 
the whole Constitution would be a dead letter. tI It must be assumed there-
tore that the opposition is centered a~dinst the torm ot the grant ot pow-
-
ere Madison then suggests tour alternatives the men at the Convention 
might have followed, but he then rejects each for particular reasons. One 
alternative would have been for the framers to be entirely silent on the 
subject. This would have been hazardous, leaving the document entirely 
open "to construction and inference." 
The other three suggestions are of more importance. The first would 
be to copy out in the new Constitution the second of the Articles of Con-
federation. This article prohibited, as was seen, the use of any power 
"not expressly delegated." Madison rejects this, tor Congress would be 
in the dilemma ot either "construing the term 'expressly' with so much 
rigour as to disarm the government ot all real authority whatever, or with 
so much latitude as to destroy altogether the torce of the res riction." 
The second 8ug~estion would be to replace the Elastic Clause with a 
positive enumeration of the powers given Conp;ress. Madison's dismissal 
22The Constitution of the United States: Analysis and Interpreta~t 
ed. Charles S. Corwin (Wash~ton, 19'3), p. 307. ---
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ot this reveals how little ot his heart was in the statement that the pow-
ers ot the Government were "tew and detined." An attempt, he states, tor 
11 positive enumeration is doomed to futility tor it "would have involved 
a complete dil~st of laws on every subject to which the Constitution re-
1ates; accommodated too not only to the existing state of things, but to 
all the possible changes which futurity lIay produce: For in every new 
application of a general power, the 2articular powers, which are the means 
ot attaining the object of the general power, must always necessarily vary 
with that object. lt23 
He next dismisse. a negative enumeration ot powers Con~ress may not 
exercise. Pursuing the impraotica1ity ot such a course with the thorough-
ness ot those who beat dead horse., Madison stumble. at the end into a .a-
l"ious over-statement a "No axiom i6 more clearly estab1i6hed in law, or in 
reason, than that wherever the end is required, the means are authorised; 
wherever a general power to do a thin~ is given. every particular power 
24 
necessary tor doinr;, it, is ino1uded." This is not only poor politics; 
it is bad ethics. Worthy ends cannot justify immoral means even when the 
latter are the most expeditious way to the ends in view. John Marshall's 
famous canon in the M'Cu1loch ~. Maryland case is more circumspect. "Let 
the end be 1.~timate, let it be within the scope of the Constitution, 
~hen] all means which are appropriate. which are plainly adapted to that 
end, which are not prohibited. but consistent with the letter and spirit 
23The ~re~d_e_r~a_l_i~s_tt pp. 303-304. 
24Ibid., pp. 304-305. 
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of the Constitution, are constitutional.,,25 Marshall agrees with Madison 
on the need for expansion in the p,overnment's duties, but he makes it 
clear--which Madison did not--that efficacy is not the only criterion. 
The Elastic Claune occupied Madison in No. 44 of the '''ederalist. The 
following two essays continue his defense of federal power. Number 45 
opens, "Having shewn that no one of the powers transferred to the federal 
Government is unnecessary or improper, the next question to be considered 
is whether the whole mass of them will be dan~erous to the portion of 
authority left in the several States;" and Number 46 begins, "Re81Jminn: thE 
subject ot the last paper, I proceed to enquire whether the Foederal Gov-
arnment or the state Governments will have the advantap-e with regard to 
the predilection and support of the people." Several of the arp;uments of 
these two numbers deserve closer examination. 
In a passage at the beginning of No. 45, Madison reaches his rhetori· 
cal summit in his defense of the federal ~overnment. 
Was then the American revolution effected, was the American 
contederacy formed, was the precious blood ot thousands spilt, 
and the hard earned substance of millions laVished, not that 
the people of America should enjoy peace, liberty and safety; 
but that the Governments of the individual States, that par-
ticular muniCipal establishments, might enjoy a certain extent 
ot power, and be arrayed with certain dignities and attributes 
of sovereigaty? We have heard of the impious doctrine in the 
old world that the people were made for kings, not kings for 
the people. Is the same doctrine to be revived in the new. 
in another shape, that the solid happiness of the people 1S 
to be sacrificed to the views ot political institutions of 
a different form? • •• ~';ere the plan of the Convention ad-
verse to the public happiness, my voice would be, reject the 
plan. Were the Union itself inconsistent with the public 
happiness, it would be, abolish the Union. In like manner 
25John Marshall, Complete Constitutional Decisions, ed. John Dillon 
(Chicago:-r903), p. 278. 
as far as tbe sovere1gpty ot the states cannot be recon-
ciled to the happiness of the people, the voice of every 
citizen must be, let the former be sacrifioed to tbe latter. 
How far the sacrifice is necessary, has been shewn. 26 
On the contrary, Mr. Madison, how tar has never been shown. At least, not 
to everyone's satisfaction, and the battle still goes on. 
But it Madison could not read the future in No. 45, he did play the 
prophet Ln No. 46. "If an act of a particular state, though unfriendly to 
the national government. be generally popular in that State. • • .it is 
executed immediately and of course, by means on the spot, and dependinR on 
the State alone [3ead Little Rock, 195i]. The oppOSition of the Foederal 
Government ~ead the District court], or the interposition of Foederal 
officers, would but inflame the zeal of all parties on the side of the 
State, and the evil could not be prevented or repaire:J, if at all, without 
the employment of means which must always be resorted to with reluctance 
and difficulty l!ead U. n. troop!l.1I27 
In this passa~e Madison has used the word interposition for a federal 
measure against the State. Ten years later he will canonize the word as 
a State measure against federal authority. 
Continuing his prophecy of twentieth-century tactics, Madison mentione 
the weapons at the State's disposal. "The disquietude of the people, thej .. 
repugnance and perhaps refusal to cooperate with the officers of the Uniot, 
the frowns or the .xecutive magisracy of the state [?overnor Faubusi], the 
embarrassments created by legisl.'itive devices, which would often be added 
26 The Federalist, p. 309. 
27 ~., p. 319. 
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pn such occasions, would oppose in any State difficulties not to be de-
28 
apiaed." Quite true--our national authorities have never de pised the 
forces in the states, nor have they been deterred by such torces. The con 
flict between State and Nation has never been wholly resolved in any bat-
tle.~ther it is a political reality with which we all must live. 
A summary of Madison's views of the Federal-State relationship at the 
time ot the Federalist would bet Give to the national ~overnment adequate 
powers to deal with present and future problems and let the States--which 
will always have the close support ot the people--take care at themselves. 
~~en we consider the purpose of the essays, such reasoninr, is not surpris-
ing. 
Indeed such an attitude was shared by the other prominent contrib-
utor--Hamilton. Hamilton, like Madison, wanted a strong central govern-
ment with wide powers in various tields. Certain differences exist, how-
ever, between the two men. Madison had a salutary tear ot "big government' 
whioh Hamilton never seems to have shared. Madison had written against 
"setting up an interest adverse to that of the whole sooiety,,,29 and in 
one ot the last of his Federalist essays he returns to this theme: "It 
men were angels, no government would be necessary. If an~els were to gov-
ern men, neither external nor internal oontrouls on government would be 
neoeSSary. In framinl'; a government which is to be administered by men 
over men, the I~eat difficulty lies in this: fou must first enable the 
29Cf• page 9. 
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government to controul the governed; and in the next place, oblir;:e it to 
controul itself.,,30 Hamilton was not concerned with the latt0r believing 
that election and the possibility of impeachment were sufficient guaran-
tees. 
Re~arding the people at large, Hamilton had but little trust in the 
political competence. "The voice of the people has been said to be ~~d 
voice of God; and however •• equoted and believed, it is not true in 
fact. The people are turbulent and changing; they seldom judge or deter-
mine right.,,31 A cynical stand, but one possessing its share of pract 
wisdom. Madison's friend Thomas Jefferson had entirely different senti-
mentse "Atter all, it is my principle that the will of the majority 
should always prevail. n32 Between these two extremes Hadison hoped to 
strike a happy medium whereby the reasoned will of the majority would be 
respected, for in the long run the people must know what they want and 
where to find it. It not, all civilization as well as all government is 
uselesse But Madison admits that in the short perspective of immediate 
problems the people can judge amis8, and consequently he can speak of Ilan 
unjust combination ot the majority, U a situation which Jefferson would re 
gard as contradictory. Madison believed one of the purposes of the United 
states Sena.te liaS to pro1Bct the nation from such unstable com'ti.nationa. In 
30!!!, Federalist (No • .51), p. 349. 
31The Works of Alexander Hamilton, ad. by Henry C. Lodge (New York, 
1903), Y;-40l. --
32Ford , IV, 479-480. 
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in public affairs, when the people stimulated by some irre.'!'"Ular passion. • 
.may call for measures which they themselves will afterwards be the most 
ready to lament and condemn. In these critical momenta, how salutary will 
be the interference ot some temperate and respectable body of citizens, in 
order to check the mis~uidell career, and to suspend the blow meditated by 
the people against themselves.,,33 Madison accepts this sort of temporary 
check on the people, yet he hopes they will continue to voice their views 
hoth singly and through clubs. associations, and other groups. In such a 
chorus Hamilton hears only cacophony; Jefferson a voice divine; but Ma~ 
a coincidentia oPl'ositorum. 11 stability gained by the broad basis of the 
opinions expressed. 
Nine States were needed to ratify the Constitution and put it into 
effect. New Hampshire became the ninth on June 21. 1788. but New York and 
Virginia were still outside the Union. In the latter State. it was only 
by overcoming the OPPOSition of such men as Patrick Henry and JeorRe Mason. 
that Madison and his fellow Federalists were able to secure the Virginia 
ratification. A month later New York threw in her lot with the Union 
thereby putting the American ship of state out to sea. 
The voyage became rough before the harbor was left and James Madison. 
for one, was nearly washed overboard before~etting his aea-legs. The 
anti-federalist forces profited by a reaction that swept Vir~inia after 
the ratification. Once in charge. the party of Henry and Mason ~ried to 
send so many anti-federalists to the new Congress that the~overnment 
33/I-ne Federalist, p. 425. 
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might b(:l thrown into stalemate. "';adison was defeated in his a.ttempt for 
the United States Senate, and it was only by vi~orous campaignini; that he 
won a seat in the first House of Representatives. 
During the nine months between Vir~~nia'a ratification and the inau-
guration of George ~iashinr;;t'n in l-mrch of 1789, Madison had opportunitY' to 
write many letters to Thomas Jefferson who was still serving as the Amet-
ican minister in Paris. But it was onlY' in the summer of l788--aeveral 
montha after the last of the Federalist Papers had been published--that 
Madison got around to tell his friend about his work on the series. As it 
was, he was forced into the admission since a third party had been so kind 
as to send Jefferson a copy. "Col. Carrinl!;ton tells me he has sent you 
the first volume of the federalist, and adds the 2d by this conveyanoe~ I 
Ibelieve I never have yet mentioned to Y'ou that public:l.tion. It was under-
taken last fall by Jay, Hamilton, and myselt. The proposal came from the 
two former. The execution was thrown, bY' the sickness ot Jay, most on the 
two others • .,34 In an age when personal correspondence was known for its 
formalism, Madison's stiftness may not have been as strange as it seems 
today; yet never in his personal letters, no matter how close the recip-
ient or how urgent the matter, does Madison let himself go. In the presen 
case, of course, his formalism helps to shield his embarrassment over de-
laying so long to tell Jeffers'Jn about his work as "Publius." Jefferson 
actually remarked later that he was pleased with the ideas expressed in 
the Federal1st--which may indicate he did not read it closely. 
34 Hunt, V, 246. 
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During the months bef'ore the actual inception of' the new government, 
the attitude of' Madison and Hamilton changed in reeard to a possible bill 
of' rights. Writing to Jefferson on October 17, 1788, Madison states: "My 
own opition has always been in favor of' a bill of rights;e e .at the same 
time I have never thought t~e omission a material defect, nor been anxious 
to supply it even by subsequent amendment. •• I have f'avored it becauae 
I supposed it might be of use. u35 Of' use, indeed, for saving his politics.!. 
skin. ~ef'ferson can be given credit f'or being able to read between the 
lines. Continuing in the Game letter, Madison says: 
The diff'erence [between monarchies and repub1ios] 
so rar 8s it relates to the point in question--
the eff'icacy or a bill of rights in controuling 
abuses ot power--1ies in this: That in a monarchy 
the latent force or the nation is superior to the 
Sovereign, and a solemn oharter of popular rights 
must have a great effect as a standard for trying 
the validity of public acts, and a signal tor 
rousing and uniting the superior force of' the 
community; whereas, in a popular Government. the 
political and physical power may be considered as 
vested in the same hands, that is, in a majority 
of' the people, and consequently the tyrannical 
will of' the Soverei~~ is not to be controu1ed by 
the dread of' an6appeal to any other force within the oommunity.3 
The reasoning of Madison appears sound; but, on close examination, 
ambiguities arise. Whl.t does he mean when he says tha.t in a popular gov-
ernment the political and physioal power are vested in the same hands? 
Certainly the people have the physical power of the community and also the 
radical political power, that is, the power to institute a.nd abo~ish 
35Ibid., 271. 
-
36Ibid• t 273. 
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governments. But that radical power is not what is being discussed. 
Billa of rights are protections against the day-to-day abuse of political 
power in the government. It is the government of a nation--no matter 
what its rorm--that posseeses the immediate political power. Even in a 
republic, citizens make a real. though not total. alienation ot power. 
Therefore in popular governments billa or rights still ha.ve a place !'l*, 
though not as eesential as in royal government nor fulfilling quite the 
same f~nction. For Madison is right in saying that in a popular govern-
ment "the tyrannical will of the Sovereign is not to be controuled. ft 
This is the function ot a bill of rights in a royal government. In a re-
public the sovereign is the people and against their tyrannical will no 
force will avail. Rather against an arbitrary and h~rmrul course taken 
bl the officers of government is a popular bill of rights instituted. 
Since the officers of a republic are elected and answerable to the people 
the likelihood of their taking oppressive measures i8 very amall; let suc 
eventualities can occur and then will a bill of ri~hte prove helpful. 
But not too helpful as Madison says in the same letter. "Experience 
proyee," he writes, "the inefticacy or a bill ot rights on those occasio 
when its oontroul is most needed. Repeated violations of these parchment 
barriers have been committed by overbearing majorities in eyery state. 
In Virginia I have seen the bill of rights viol!lted in every instance 
where it has been opposed to a popular current.,,37 When pressed, Madison 
could be as realistic as the next man. 
37 Did., 272. 
,1 
Another letter trom the same interregnum period is enlightening. To 
George Eve on January 2, 1789: "Circumstances are now chanf:ed. The Con-
stitution is established on the ratification of eleven States and a very 
great m~jority of the people of America; and amendments, if pursued in a 
proper moderation and in a proper mode, will be not only safe, but may 
serve the double purpose of satisfying the minds of the well-meaning oppo-
nents, and providing additional guards in favour of Ilberty.,,38 
Hami.lton joined the bandwagon. "That there will be a reconsideration 
of the parts of the system, and that certain amendments will be made, I 
devoutly wish and confidently expeot. u '9 This may be with tongue in cheek 
a devout Hansilton is an image ditficult to conjure. Hope for amendments 
ind.ed he did. but not for the sort that were likely to be accepted. V/aeh 
ington regarded amendments in the sase light. In a proposed address to 
Congress which he drew up in April, 1789, he acknowled,ged that the States 
had demanded "amendments on some ot the articles of the Constitution, wit} 
the obvious intention of quieting the minds of the good people of these 
United states. n40 To the Marquis de Lafayette he had explained that at 
41 the Conl'entlon a bill of rights trw •• considered nugatory." But nur;ato~ 
or not, theY' were what the people wanted; so they were what the people go • 
,8Th• Letters and Oth~r Writine; of James Madison. published by Order 
or Congress (New york. 1884). It 4 7.--Hereatter this work will be re-
terred to as Congress ~. 
'9Works £! Hamilton, II, 164. From a letter ot March 8. 1789. 
40 WritinBS ~ Washington, XXX, 303. 
4lIoid •• XXIX, 478. 
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On June 8, 1789, James Madison arose in the House ot Representatives 
and proposed that a select committee be formed to consider amendments to 
tbe Constitution. At the same time be presented a scheme ot those mat-
ters which he believed s'uld torm the amendments. What the committee 
brou.~ht back after a tew weeks was very similar to the su€:?;estiona (shall 
we say demands?) which the various States had made of Congress. The who 
of the proceedings went tamely and none could say there were any surprii 
After making his recommendations, Madison said to his fellow Con-
gressman, ItI find from looking into the amendm.ents proposed by the State 
conventions, that several are particularly anxious that it should be de-
clared in the Constitution, that the powers not therein deleeated should 
be reserved to the several States. Perhaps other words may define this 
more preCisely than the whole of the instrument now does. I admit they 
may be deemed unnecessary; but there can be no harm in making such a de-
claration, if the gentlemen will allow that the tact is as stt:Lted. I am 
sure I understand it 80.,,42 To insist that the States have retained wha 
they do not surrender and that the people retain wha~ they surrender to 
neither government seems to Madison to be such a truiSM that he can not 
otter arguments in its behalf. 
One might pause to study the youn~ Madison as he stood in Co~gress 
where he was destined to speak so often on issues of ~reat moment. At 
thirty-eight, he was still relr,arded as youn'~ although known to be vastly 
experienced. He was small inlstature and always impeccably dressed, usu 
ally in black. Nathan Schachner has cau.~ht the genius of the man as wel 
42 Hunt, V, 387-388. 
as any of Madison's contemporaries. 
Undernea th his d.ry exterior, tlJ.adison was a 
complex individual. A profound student of ideas, 
he was capable of trs.nslating them into action. 
A bold and orif':inal think.er, he proceeded with 
deliberation and caution. Though able on occasion 
to restrain his friends from rushin~ to political 
destruotion, he could not prevent the liRhtnings 
of hatred from descendinr; on his own political head. 
Apparently timid and retiring though he was, his 
industry made him the terror of the opposition. 
Happiest with pen and paper. he spoke incessantly 
on the floor of Congress. His command of tacts wae 
iepre.sive, and hi. logic pure; yet he cosvinced no 
one but those who already were convinced. 3 
This was the Congressman who waited for the amendments to come back from 
committee. There were delays, but finally a list following his own sug-
gestions was submitted to the 3enate where it again underwent scrutiny. 
The list was then $ubmitte1 to the States for ratification, the expres-
sion of reserved powers &ppearing as the twelfth and last amendment. Th 
first two articles were never accepted by a sufficient number of states. 
Therefore reserved powers moved up to become the Tenth Amendment, the 
closing statement to ~ar Bill of Rights. 
The preceding article, the Ninth, i5 similar to it: ttThe enumera-
tion in the Constitution, of certain ri~hts, shall not be construed to 
deny or disparage others retained by the People." The Tenth r.,ads: 'The 
powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitution, nor pro-
hibited by it to the Stntes, are reserved to the Zt.'ltes respectively or 
44 to the people." 
4'Nathan Schachner, !h!. .F'oundin;; ,'athera (New York, 1954), p. 35. 
44 Constitution. Analysis and Interpretation, p. 41. 
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wnut are we to make of these two articles? Are they a pillar of 
cloud by day and a pillar of fire by nif'.ht that will lead thf' elect into 
the Promised Land; or are they merely the sounding of brass and the tin-
kling of cymbal? The truth ie they are l1ke a voice cryin~ out in the 
wildn:'ness, "Make straight the way of government. U Of the two voice., 
that heard i.n the Tenth Amendment has more substance in its me8sar-~e; for 
the Ninth speaks of rights--which are moral endowments--while the Tenth 
Amendment speaks of powers--which are political realities. No doubt 
rights are real enough.in their own order; but against a competin~ power 
power is the only answer. Furthermore court action is difficult when 
based on an undefined mass of retained rights. The only oase whioh base 
it. appeal on the Ninth Amendment saw that appeal summarily rejected by 
the Supreme Court. 45 Not so with the Tenth Amendment. In Collector~. 
Day (l87l), the principle was drawn from the Tenth Amendment that the re 
served powers of the States comprise an independent qualification of 
otherwise constitutional acts of the Federal Government and this conclu-
46 
sion was applied to nullify, in part, an act of Con~:ess. A similar 
conclusion was drawn in Hammer ~ Da~enhart (1918) and in Schechter 
Poultry Corporation ~. United States (1935) in which Chief Justice Hughe 
cited the Tenth Amendment against wh~t he regarded the exercise ~t 
constitutional authority_n47 
45Ibid., (The case was Tennessee Electric Power Co. v. TVA, 1939.)909 
- -
46 !J?ll., 916. 
Z.7 lE.!.!!.. 91'1-918. 
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The foregoing have been cited to show that there is enough substance 
in the Tenth Amendment to base decisions upon it; the cases are not cited 
as necessarily correct decisions. In fact, Collector 1. Day and Hammer 
1_ Dagenhart were expressly overruled by later deoisions. Madison of 
1789 would have wholeheartedly concurred in these overrulings and have 
supported Chief Justice stone who in 1941 on behalf of a unanimous Court 
wrote: "The power of Congress over interstate commerce 'is complete in 
itself, may be exercised to its utmost extent, and acknowledges no limi-
tations other than are prescribed in the Constitution.' ••• That power 
can neither be enlarged nor diminished by the exercise or non-exercise of 
state power. • • • Our conclusion is unaffected by the Tenth Amendment 
which • • ·states but a truism that all is retained which has not been 
surrendered." 48 
Madison voiced the same opinion two years after Congress approved 
the amendment during the debate over the Bank of the United Statee in 
1791. "Interferenoe with the power of the states was no constitutional 
criterion of the power of Congress. If the power was not given, Congress 
could not exer~ise it; if given, they might exercise it, although it 
should interfere with the laws, or even the Constitutions of the States.lt~ 
The irony of this defense of federal power is that it appears in Madison's 
speech against the Bank, not for it. By 1791 he had switched to strict 
48Ibid ., 918. Stone was delivering the decision in United States v. 
Darby (1941). 
49LI Annals .2..-f C ~d S 1897 ongress,  ess., • 
interpretation and narrow tederal sctivity, the very things he had criti-
cized in the Fedoralist. Such are the humiliations time foists upon men. 
Eating one's words is a skill all eventually acquire. 
The Bank bill was not the first instance of Madison's opposition to 
Federalist programs. His first open break had occurred ever Hamilton's 
plan for funding the national debt and the sister plan for the national 
government to assume payment on the state debts. This first battle was 
jcined in January of 1790 when Hamilton, then Secretary of Treasury, sub-
mitted his plans in person to the Congress. Among Southerners in particu-
lar Hamilton's program met a strong opposition. Madison then proposed a 
compromise bill, but it was rejected by both Hamiltonians and their oppo-
nents. 50 Eventually funding and assumption were both adopted much as the 
Secretary had proposed--marking a decisive Victory for Hamilton and an 
equally significant defeat for Madison. 
It is difficult to assign the principal reason which lead Maciison 
away from Washington and Hamilton and into the arms of Jefferson. Was it 
his personal esteem for the Sage of Monticello? Or did Madison's politi-
cal horse-sense tell him that he could travel further in the Virginia 
climate on a Republican mount rather than a Federalist? Was he jealous 
of Hamilton--or fearful? Whatever his reasons, the results of his shift 
to Republicanism were momentous. 
Having adopted the creed of strict interpretation, Madison was 
obliged to resist any bill establishing a national bank. Yet clear in hif 
50Schaohner, p. 105. 
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understanding of the Consti.tution, he realized that "interference with thE 
power of the States" ~ao no measure of the constitutionality of a federal 
bill. A federal bill is unconstitutional. not when it embarrasseo or 
frustrates a law of the States. but only when it goes beyond the powers 
given to the national government in the Constitution. ':Lis was the brunt 
of Madison's opening statements while the rest of his long address was de 
voted to a detailed proof that the power of incorporating a national bank 
could not be found even implicitly in the powers of Congress as delineate( 
in the Constitution. His listeners were e~idently more impressed by his 
introduction than by the body of his argument, for the Bank bill did pass 
in both houses.. Madison expressed his disapp,:intment in a letter to 
Edmund Pendleton; "The subject of the Bank has been decided contrary to 
your opinion, as well as my own, by large majorities in both Houses, and 
is now before the President. The power of incorporating cannot, by any 
process of safe reasoning, be drawn within the meaning of the ConLtitutiol 
as an appurtAnance of any express power. The arguments in favor of the 
measure. • estrike at the very essence of the Government, as composed of 
limited and enllmerated powerse,,5l 
At the close of 1791 Madison wrote several articles for the National 
Gazette in which he tried to explain--to himself as well as to others--
the change he had made. In the article entitled "Consolidation," Madison 
begins on a conciliatory note as though he were an umpire rather than a 
51Congress ~.t It 528. 
contestant. "Here then is a proper object presented, both to those who 
are most jealouslY attached to the separate authority reserv~d in the 
states, and to those who may be more inclined to contemplate the people 
of America in the light of one nation. Let the former continue to watch 
over every encroachment, which might lead to a gradual o~nsolidation of 
the states into one government. Let the latter employ their utmost zeal 
to consolidate the affairs of the states into one harmonious interest; ane 
let it be the patriotio study of all, to maintain the various authorities 
established by our oomplicated system, eaoh in its respective constitu-
tional sphere.,,52 
This was anking things sound easier than they are, but who will be-
grudge a man spreading oil on troubled waters': In his article "Public 
Opinion," I'1adison observes that fl. Constitutional Deolaration ot Right hae 
an influence on goverllment, by becoming a part of public opinion." Thus 
a declaration ot rights will be both an effect and a cause of pub~ic <>pin 
ion. 53 This is a pleasant reflection, whioh neither raises nor resolves 
any problems. But Madison oan be indignant: ffT"''hat a perversion of the 
natural order of things! to make power the primary and central objeot of 
the sooial system, and Liberty but its satellite." And he can be clever: 
"In Europe, oharters of liberty have been granted by power. America has 
set the example ••• of oharters of power granted by libertYe n54 It 
52 Hunt, V, 68-69. 
53 !ill., 70. 
54 ll.!..!!., 122, 83. 
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Madison wag fond of such !'~tit}ltJaif.j, he Illi 7,'ht have observed that while 
aome Ulen ;iostroy what t!1ey love he had cre~1.ted '-that he now hated. 
The articles by Madison in the National Jazette represent the mind 
of a man passing through a political limbo searching after a new home for 
his political convictions. Such a state of suspended al:egiance could 
not long last and daily Madison grew more opposed to powers acco~nodated 
"to all possible changes which futurity may produce. 1f Futurity had pro-
d·uced some unforseen changes in his own attitudes as well as in his gov-
ernment. 
CliAf'l'ER III 
MADISON 'l'HE CITIZEN Ol!' VIRGINIA 
By the summer of 1798 America had fallen upon evil days as both Fed-
eralists and Republicans would testify. Their reasons differed, but the 
level 01 their alarm was about the same. The Republicans berated Federal-
ist President John Adams for being bull-headed--which he was--and disloy-
al--which he was not. The Federalists excoriated Jefferson and Madison 
as anarchists and atheists. Once the disgrace of the XYZ Affair beoame 
known in America, the Federalists had additional ammunition to fire at thE 
Republicans whom they already had labelled Francophiles. American rela-
tions with France collapsed and the nation readied itself for war with th4 
Frenoh Directory. General Washington came out of retirement to aooept the 
command of the United States Army and Hamilton, raised to the rank of 
major general, was put in charge of activating the troops. Merchant shipe 
were being armed while riots between French and Amerioan sailors became 
chronic in New York City. Yet all the while the Republican press contin-
ued its flood of coarse and reckless aocusation against their own govern-
ment. The Federalists cried treason and their concern was sincere. 
Congress acted by passing two bills, one of them designed to protect 
the United States from undesirable foreign agents and refugees, the second 
designed to ourb the reokless abuse of the public press. The first was 
called the Alien Act, the second the Sedition Act. 
40 
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!bo ... Jetfer.on, as Vioe Preaident under Ad .. a, had the e.barrasain. 
dutl of preaidin, o.er the Senate while it deliberated o.er the Alien and 
... ition .Acta. Althou,h oppo.ed to the bUlB with all hi. aoul~, he felt 
oertain that the Federalist-oontrolled Senate would pass the.. Deapairin, 
of aD1thin, to be caine' fro. the pre.ident'. ohair in the Senate ohaaber, 
Jefferson laid down hi. sayel and withdrew to MoDtioell. to de.i.e a ooa-
preheasi.e .tratel1. Madi.OD, at this time, was liyin, in retire.eat. 
Althou,h the two aota were lu.,.. to,ether bl frien4 and foe alike. 
the, ditfered in purpoae aD4 in their coastitutional .erita. For all it. 
laok of prudenoe and di.p1a, ot ri,or, the AlieD Act waa .urel, con.titu-
tional. fte aot. as finalll paeeed oa June 2'. 1798. e.powered the Pres-
ideat to or4er "suoh aliens as he shall jUd,e 'aa,erou. to the peaoe and 
.afetl of the Vaite4 State., or shall ha.e reasonable sroua4s to .uspeot 
are conceraed in aDl treasoaable or .ecret machinations a,ainet the Goy. 
ernaent thereof" out of the countr,.l Qi.en a fair conatruction, thi. 
law prOTide. nothing more thaa that auryeillaace e.erl Datioa aU8t ha.e 
oyer the toreilBer. it a4mits. The law could be abuae. and it waa, but 
... , just lawa ha.e beea abused. fUrthermore, the Alien .Act weat DO 
farther than similar enactaente which led to the iaterament of Gar ... and 
Japaneae alieaa at the be,iDainl of the Second World War, aad no o.e waa 
huatled about in 1798 aa ehaaefull, .a were the Riaei-Aaericana in 1942. 
The Se4itioa .Act waa directed at dome.tic. Dot toreilD, disturbera. 
1 learl S. Oo ... ,er, Documents of Aaerican nstorl, ,th e4. (.ev 
York, 1949). p. 176 citt,.a the l!.. !:-statutea !1 Laree, I. '71. 
Where the Alien Act had been detinite, the Sedition Act was vague. While 
the (irat was impartial in tone, the second was in. the form of a testy 
complaint. The first section of the Sedition Act dealt with trea~.lon and 
ineurreetlon and did not .~ beyond just bounds. The excess and the vague 
ness crop up in the second section. 
It any person shall write, print, utter, or publish, 
or ahall Cause or procure to be written, printed, 
uttered or published. • .any talse, scandalous, and 
malicious writing or writings against the gOvernment 
of the United states or either house of the Congress 
ot the United states, or the President ot the United 
States with intent to detame the said government. • • 
or to excite against them, or either or any of them, 
the hatred of the good people of the United States, 
or to excit~ any unlawful combinations therein, for 
opposing or resisting any law of th~ United States, 
or any act ot the President of the United States, • 
• .or to resist, oppose, or defeat any such law or 
act, ••• then such person ••• shall be ~unished 
by a fine not exceeding two thousand dollars, and by 
imprisonment not exceeding two years. 2 
Was eyery Republioan club or French-speaking society an "unlawful cosbina 
tion"? Was the opposition party to be entirely silent since its normal 
funotion was 'to resist any law tl which it regarded harmful? John Taylor 
of Caroline may have been correct in saying, "government is getting into 
<- the habit of peeping into priyate letters, and is manufacturing a. law,-.:; 
which mA7 eYen make it criminal to pra,. to (lod tor better times.'" 
Jetterson did not intend to pray to God for the remedy, What he 
2 8 !2!!., pp.l77-17 • 
'Cited in Adrienne Koch, Jefferson ~ Madison. the Great Collabora-
tion (New York, 1950). p. 186. •. ---
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thought of God is difficult to say, but what he believed about government 
was plain to all. Years before. he had told Madison that it was tlnot 
clear in my mind" whether the life of saval~es without any government 
(which he erroneously supposed was the life of the American Indian) was 
not the best form of society after all. "1 hold it that a little rebel-
lion now and then is a good thing." This cheery idea is followed by the 
ingenious notion that, if rebellions prove unsuccessful, the ruler should 
not be too severe on the leaders. If he were, he might discourage sub-
4 
sequent outbreaks I 
This was the Jefferson who now mediated his own sort of rebellion 
against the Alien and Sedition Act. The government had gone too far and 
Jefferson was the man to right the damage. In fact, the government had 
been going too far for the last ten years and he was the man to recall al 
Amerioans to what their Union really meant. In the quiet of Monticello, 
he drew up a list of resolutions, a sort of new Declaration of Independ-
enoe. 
Onoe he had the resolves on paper, Jefferson looked about for a suit 
able man to present them. Being Vice President of the government which 
his scheme would cripple, he was hardly the man for the job. At first he 
thought of having the resolves made by the legislature of North Carolina 
and approached Wilson Cary Nicholas to deliver them. But Nicholas, after 
4 The Papers of Thomas Jefferson, ed. Julian P. Boyd (Princeton, 195~ 
XI, 93. 
,.,. 
raw1D, up & tru •• rlpt of hl. own whi.h Ulcorporated .e.eral sinor but 
1.pitioa.nt changes from Jetterson'. original,' 4eclhed the taak. I .. 4 
10bo1&8 suggested that Jetterson aSk. John areckiarld,. ot Kentucky who 
e ataying lrlth lichol •• at the U_.e. arecki.nrldp wae villu, to ... 1.' 
w.e in & kaT po.ltlan .a the Speaker of the Rouse in the lentuckJ 
The Kentuckian bad the benetit of both Jetterao.ts Bnd .1a~~-
cte.-whethe,. JetteraOD ever sav Nichol.as's trCJlBcript 1. one ot the IIUJ' 
8t.U"rol1ading the.e clandestine proce.d1ncs.' Brackinr14 ... 
okla« neither la.Sinat!eD nor a tund of polltlcal prudence superior to 
1. .aster Monticello, proceeded to make .everal ohangea in the firet 
of Jeft.reoD and turned the eighth into two .eparate re-
Por the pre.ecling 1Dtol'1lttltlon we are indebted not on17 to the co!'re 
ot Jettereof! and Brecld.nridc_ but especially to a letter ot J.t-
grandsoa, Thomas J.tferson Randolph. !bis letter. along vitb ~ 
oo .... t. cited below, 1s rouad 1n tbe 18,2 ed1tl0. b1 Joaathau 1l1iot of 
lit 'i.rlin~ !nd 'entuc9; R4!801utlona. !hie reaarkable booJtltlt was ItO" 
han a plee. of good scholarship, 1t was a han.book of war. tor in 18'2 
the oontlict of State ver.us nat1o~al authorit7 va. ra,ing at a pitch 
"or an auth.ati. COP1 of J.ttereoa'. owa dralt, ••• the in •• l .. bl. 
04it1oD of Jouthan 1I1110t'. In ~i!'I!!~ .a. Xea!!!f. I!.olut~"zt. !! l2il &: '.22.- (waehla&toa, lS}2/. • COP1 o'Tthls Iii4 .,. .. _'Ie eovo. i.e 
lii"""'ih. Ru'. Book hoa of l.l.,.r81t7 of Chio.p. 
,~ •• p. 61. From the letter ot f. J. Randolph reterred to later 
1a til. iiii. 
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higher than ever betore. Madison, by virtue ot his extraordinary longev-
ity, was still alive and still writing during the 1832 clash. What he 
maintained at that time will be examined later in this studYJ the point 
here is that it was not until 1832 that Americans knew tor certain the 
roles ot Nicholas in the Kentucky Resolutions and the role ot Taylor in 
the Virginia Resolutions. Years atter the resolves appeared, great con-
tusion reigned as to who the real authors were. Gradually it became 
clear that Jetterson had written the Kentucky Resolutions and Madison 
those ot Virginia. But whether and how greatly their dratts were changed 
betore being adopted was still debated until the letter of young Randolph 
quieted most of the doubts. 
Randolph's letter 1s addressed to Hon. warren R. Davis and is dated 
March 8, 1&32. (This was only two months betore Elliot put his edition 
on the presses--he was working rapidly and brilliantlyl) "I have exam-
ined,tt Randolph writes, "and compared the MSS. in my possession with both 
resolutions offered by Nicholas and Breckinridge. the first I find al-
most verbatim, as far as they go; the second, in part the ideas, but not 
the language. The MB contains nine resolutions. Nicholas adopted seven 
entire, a part of the eighth. Breckinridge took the ideas in part ot the 
omitted resolutions." foung Randolph diligently transcribed the whole ot 
the original draft written in his grandfather's hand. This took several 
days and we can be sure he was accurate, tor in the postscript (dated sev-
eral days atter the first page) he attests that his work is faithful to 
the original. 
Why thls sollcltud. over the orlginal' leoause lt contained nulllca. 
tlonl .. d no .. tter how one outa the J.tterson oak., it co ••• out C&lhoua 
pure and slapl., and thirty lear. betore 1ts tl~.. .ull1tleatlon speaks 
fro. the pacee of ".ttersoDI :1t whlspere troll the page. of Nicholaa and 
areok1nridg •• but in each instance it i. hear4. 
The firat of the K.ntuc~ r8s01.es reade the ea.e in each version. 
In it we ftnd the following declaration. 
that to this ooapaot [the Federal Con.titutio~ each 
State .oceded as a stat., aDd is an integral part, 
ita co-state. toraiug, aa to it.81t, the other part,. 
!hat the gov8r .. e.t cre.ted b1 thl. coapact was Dot 
aade the 8xolu.1Y8 or final judge of the .xt.nt ot 
the powers d.lesated to itaelt..iDoe that would have 
aa4. its 4isoretlon, and not the Constitution, the 
aoasur. of lts povers, but that •• 1ft all oth.r oases 
of oOllpaot QODg parti •• having no oo_on JudC ••• aoh 
pe.rt1 has aa .qual. riPt to Juclge tor it •• lt. as well 
of intraotiona as of the .04. aDd .easure ot r.dr •••• ? 
Qal1 the CUllibl. or biased cou14 b. oonyinoed b, .uoh a tOIl7 argua.nt. 
The judge of the aots ot the .. tioBal goyernment 1s the Federal Jud1oiar1 
with the aupr •• e Oourt .. the tiDal appeal. Ike oourt ••• e148 oa... iA-
yo1y1ac the Oon.tit.tlon ...... thin' whioh J.tterson .kips oyer. ae trle. 
to giYe the lIlpre .. loll that Oon{!:I' ••• has atte.pte4 to be the tlnal judee 
ot It. own aots. but he do •• aot 88, 80 01ear17 b.cau •• all would know 
that waa not tb. tl'uth. tie prop'u tor l.ttin, each pal"t" to the t.d.raJ 
compaot juice tor 1ts.1t would brina such total oontus1on that b1 ocaparl. 
eon a 11ttle rebellion would 1».dee4 b. fl. good thinC." 
1'01' • con 01 the Xentuo)q R •• olution8 as deliyered, ••• Ooaa,ger,. 
pp. 118-182. 
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In his second resolution, after citing the Tenth Amendment, Jefferso 
declares the Sedition Act and a law concerning the United states Ban~' 
"altogether void and of no force." The subsequent resolves are spent de-
claring that the Alien Act with its bed-fellow the Sedition Act "is not 
law, but is altogether void and of no force." Has Jefferson adopted that 
principle--taken from psycholoay rather than political seience--that any-
thing said often enough will be believed? 
Important differences in the three versions of the Kentucky Resolu-
tions begin with what had been Jefferson's eighth resolve. He wished Ita 
committee of conference and correspondence be appointed who shall have in 
charge to communicate the preceding resolutions to the I.egislatures of th 
8 
several States." Nicholas and Breckinridge both dropped this impracti-
cable measure which looked back to the venerable Committees of Correspond 
ence preceding the Revolution. The bombshell of Jefferson's draft comes 
shortly thereatter. He begins by making a false, but specious distinctio 
between abuse of power and assumption of p'Ower. "In case's of an abuse of 
of delegated powers, the members of the General Government, being chosen 
by the people, a change by the people would be the constitutional remedy; 
but where powers are assumed which have not been delegated. a nullificati n 
.of the act is the righttul remedy; that every State has a natural right i 
cases not within the compact (casus ~ foederis), to nullify of their 0 
authority all assumptions of power by others.,,9 Jefferson begins by 
8 From the copy of Randolph in Elliot, p. 63. 
9 Ibid. t 64. 
-
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playing with words and closes playing with destruction. Is not the most 
common abuse of a governmental power the assumption to use it to a degree 
not delegated? Are not assumptims abuses? Then what does Jefferson mean 
by his speciously profound distinction? Does he hope to benumb his lis-
teners' minds so that more pernicious theories may slip in unrecognized? 
Jefferson's closing words are clear as they are deadly: every State has 
a right to nullify what it judges to be an assumption of undelegated pow-
er. His resolves were not a call to parliamentary action so much as a 
call to arms. He declares that such laws as the Alien and Sedition Acts 
will "unless arrested at the threshold, necessarily drive these States in-
to revolution and blood, and will furnish new calumnies against republi-
can government." 
New calumnies are soaroely neceasary: it Jefferson's directives had 
been put into effect, the~overnment of the United States would have bean 
an object of ridicule even to those who had loved her. Breckinridge and 
Nicholas saw that as well as anyone. They both struck the above passages 
entirely from the record. In the formula that Breckinridge submitted in 
Kentucky, the eighth resolve now became his ninth, Breckinridge's eighth 
being an entire face-lifting of the last short resolve of Jefferson which 
had concerned his dear and quite abortive committees. Breckinridge stat~e 
"that this 6ommon"wealth considers Union for specified National purposes, 
and particularly for those specified in their late Federal Compact, to be 
10 ~..tr~dly to the peace, happiness, and prosperity of all the States." 
Surely this is damning with faint praise. Why t~e l!i! Federal Compact? 
IGCommager. p. 180. 
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Is it already detunct? A pla, on words, no doubt, by areckinridge. B. 
i. aati.tied to tease the 'aioD, Jetterson would pull it apart. !he 
younger aaD use. the rapier, the older an axe. 
When the Xentuck7 Resolutions were pas.ed OD .oye.ber 16, 1798 by 
tke Legislature, copies were .e.t to the Legislatures and ixecutive. ot 
otker States. Jetterson the. turned hiB atteation to Madison who. he was 
expeoting to write aa equally provocative challe.,. which Virginia aight 
endor.e and .end out to the aatioa. Madison already knew about the Kea-
tucky Resolutiona but it i. not clear whether he had aD, hand in oompoa1Dg 
the.. XB view ot the dittereat e.phaai. in his resolve., it may be un-
likel,. 
!he Virginia Re.olutions were delivered bl John !a,lor in the Vir-
ginia Houae ot Dele,ate. Dece.ber 10, 1798. .earl1 as .uch ooatuaion 
surrounds the dratt. ot the Vir,inia Resolutions as tho.e ot Kentucky; bu1 
juat as a letter ot thomas J. Randolph helped olear the doubts with the 
latter, so a letter ot !ho ... Jetterson hiaselt has helped reconstruct 
the events precedin, the Virginia Resolutions. Madison accepted the task 
suggested by Jetterson and drew up a list ot reaolutions which later be-
c .. e loat and was not at hand whe. he compile' his papera and letters near 
the ead ot hia career. Bowe.er, hi. 11st, or a cOP1 ot it, waa se.t to 
Jetterson tor hie peruaal. Ia a letter to Wilsoa Bicholas OD Bove.ber 29, 
1798, Jetterson reters to this cop1 ot Madiaon'. resolutions. From the 
letter it appears that Bicholaa had acted aa the go-betwee. and courier. 
"!he .ore I have retlected on the phra.e in the paper 10U ahewed .e," 
Jetteraon wrote, "the more strong11 I think it should be altered. Suppea. 
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you were, instead of the invitation to cooperate in the annulment of the 
acts, to make it an invitation to concur with this commonwealth in de-
claring, as it does hereby declare, that the said acts are, and were ab 
initio, null, void, and of no force. or effect."ll Nicholas evidently 
related thi.s suggestion to Marlison, for when the Virginia Resolves VJere 
first presented in the Legislature, Jefferson's words had ceen added to 
the sixth resolve. However, most of Jefferson's addition was stricken 
from the record on 8. motion by John Taylor himself just before the vote 
on .December 21, 1798. The Resolutions therefore were passed in approxi-
mately the Bame form as drawn up by Madison. It is a document which, en-
deavoring to stay clear of nullification, involved itself in several am-
biguities. 
Madison begins with an affirmation of Virginia's a tachment to the 
Union. "Resolved ••• That this Aegembly most solemnly declares a warm 
attachment to the Union of the States, to maintain which it pledges all 
12 its powers." In the next paragraph, Madison introduces his theory of 
interposition. 
11 
Resolved ••• That this Assembly ••• views the powers 
of the Federal Government as resultilig from the com-
pact to which the States are parties, as limited by 
the plain sense and intention of the instrument con-
stituting that compact; as no further valid than they 
are authorized by the grants enumerated in that com-
pact; and that, in case of a d~liberatet palpable. 
hi 
For a thorough study of the two series of resolutions and of the 
letter of Jefferson. see Adrienne Koch and Harry Ammon, "The Virginia and 
Kentucky Resolutions, II William .!!!.:! Mary quarterly, V (April. 19l~8). 145-
176. 
l2Elliot. pp. 1-2; also Hunt. VI, 326. 
and dangerous exercise of other powers not granted by 
the said eomp~et, the States. who are parties thereto. 
have the right and are in duty bound to interpose for 
arresting the progress of the evil, and for maintain-
ing within their resFeetive limits the authorities, 
rights. and liberties.~ppertaining to them.13 
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As outlined here, interposition is vague: it could amount to practically 
the eame thing as nullification; it could mean something far lese drastic 
which is the way Madison explained it a year later. Even here Madison 
speaks of the States wh~le Jefferson had said everl State: a very sig-
nificant difference. 
Most of theI'resolves are devoted to criticisms of the Alien and Sedi-
tion Acts. In hie seventh paragraph Madison re-enters the arena of polit~ 
ical theory: 
" • • .the General Assembly doth solemnly appeal to ••• the 
other States, in confidence that they will concur with this Commonwealth 
in declarin~, as it does hereby declare, that the acts aforesaid are un-
constitutional; and that the necessary and proper measures will be taken 
by each for co-operating with this Sta.te."llt-
It was here that Jefferson had wanted to add "null, void, and of no 
force or effect" to the word "unconstitutional." Had such terms been usa1, 
M~dison's interposition would equal nullification. As it stood, however, 
it might mean that a State which was convinced a federal act was unconsti-
tutional could denounce it as such and invite other States to do the same; 
but, until a sufficient number of States took action, the first State 
l3Elliot. p. 2; Hunt. VI, 326. 
llt-Runt, VI, 327-328. 
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could not regard the federal act as void. That was the one safe way to 
understand the resolves; other interpretations were possible. 
Genera.l Ham.il ton re gl1',rded the reael utions as bf')rdering on treason 
and was ready to bring the United States troops into Virginia to show the 
planters ~rhat federal power really was. 15 President Adams reGarded them 
with scorn, and Madi~on himself became uneasy in his own m~nd. Less than 
a week after the Resolutions left Virginia. he wrote to Jefferson: "Have 
you ever considered thoroughly the distinction between the power of the 
State & that of the Legislature, on question relating to the federal pact 
[no question. mark]. On the supposition that the former is clearly the 
ultimate Judge of infractions, it does not follow that the latter is the 
legitimate organ especially as a Convention was the organ by whioh the 
16 
oompact was made." No reply came from Jefferson but none was needed, 
for Madison had hit the nail squarely on the head. The legislatures of 
the states had no power, either singly or jointly, to adjudge the consti-
tutionality of a federal act since it was not those le~islatures who had 
adopted the Constitution, but rather the people of the respective States 
aoting in special convention. But this decisive distinction had not been 
made by Madison soon enough, for it does not appear in the Resolutions 
themselves. Consequently Madison found himself in the humiliating posi-
tion of hearing his own Resolutions attackei on this char~e of intrusion 
15 Miller. pp. 490-491. 
16 
Hunt, VI. 328-329. n. 
" 0, a leg1alature into te4eral .atters. 
th. tirst state to rep1: to the Virginia a..olution wa$ Delaware. 
She 4~clar.4 the R~olut1on. "a Terl uajust1f1able interference with the 
1"'1181"81 govornaeut and constituted. Authorit1 •• of the 'United Stilt •• , aa4 
of dangerou3 tend.Actea, al14 theretere Dot a tit aubJect tor the furth ... 
cona1dera ti"n Q t the Queral Assesbl,,_.,l? fro. 'eclel"alist Vela"are, this 
repl1 was hardl, a shook to the Virainiana, Dor wae the &a8WeZ Ire. Rbod.. 
Wand worae thu was expected. It 3tllted. that the Ccmat1tutioll nve.t. 
in the .rederal Ccrl.lrta, exclualve17, ud h the Supreme Covt of the .:l.t." 
atate., altimate17. the author:l.tl of d.eoidtn, 011 thl constitutionalit, 01 
.., act or law of the eonar.sa of the United St&t.8'~ and Hlor •• 7 atat. 
lesial_tar. tG asaua. that author!t1 would be ..... intraction of the 
Conat1tut1oAe ft18 
£apecial.ly int"rei5t1ng 1. the 1"$pl1 fro& Massachusetts. Ita 1.,la. 
lAtv. was a130 he.Till Fed.ralist in c~pl.xtOA. 80 the Yirg1:liua were 
!his legislature are persuaded, that the decleion of 
all .... a in law ucl equit,.. artau, uder the Con8ti-
tution et the United States, and the ecnstruction of 
all la._4e iR peraWUlc. thereof. ar. excl .. ! •• l,. 
.e$ted by the 'p",~ople in the judlc1Al courts of the 
Ua:l.te4 state •• 
• • • • • • • t , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • e • 
1? C1t. •• 1a acheolmer, p. 500. 
18 eo-ager. p. 184. 
But. should the respectable state of Virginia persist 
in the assumption of the right to declare the acts of 
the National Government unconstitutional. and should 
she oppose successfully her force and will to those 
of the n~tion. the Constitution would be reduced to a 
mere cypher, to the f~rm and pageantry of authority, 
without the energy of power. Every act of the Federal 
Government which thwarted the views or cheoked the am-
bitious projects of a particular state, or of its lead-
ing and influential members, would be the object of 
opposition and of remonstrance; while the people, con-
vulsed and confused by the confliot between two hos-
tile jurisdictions. enjoying the protection of neither, 
would be wearied into a submission to Gome bold Jeader. 
who would establish himself on the ruins of both.19 
Here the analYSis of public psycholo€1:Y i.s as olear as the political argu-
mentation. What mak.es these words of the Massachusetts Assembly doubly 
interesting is that within fifteen years the Bay State would be advocatins 
measures she now condemned in the Old DomiQion of Virginia. What matter-· 
whole lee1slatures can master eating their words as well as can a single 
man. The trick is in the appetite. 
The hopes of Jefferson and Madison rested upon the replies from the 
middle and southern States. The Senate of the State of New York dealt 
a shattering blow on March 5, 1799. "Whereas the judicial powers extend 
expressly to all oases of law and~uity arising under the Constitution anc 
laws of the United states ••• the interference of the le~islatures of the 
particular states :4.n those cases is manifestly excluded." Furthermore the 
Senate "cannot forebear to express the anxiety and regret with which they 
observe the inflammatory and pernicious sentiments and doctrines which arE 
contained in the resolutions of the legislatures of Virginia and Kentuc~fP 
19E1liot, p. 10. 
20~.t 11. 
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With New lork gone, they knew the game was lost. It was lost, to1al13 
lost. Not one favorable reply was made; the States to the south of Vir-
ginia did not reply at all wishing neither to hurt nor to support the Old 
Dominion. 
The two champions of the Republican party took the rebuff in contras -
ing manners. Madison scrutinized his stand in the Resolutions looking far 
statements to which the good and the wise might taka offense; Jefferson 
reasoning that the best defense \"as a good offense readied new resolution! 
of a higher calibre and a longer range. The cannon again would be mountec 
in Kentucky; and the shot, he hoped, would be heard around the world. In 
an extraordinary letter to ~~di8on written August 23. 1799, Jefferson out· 
lines n.is plan of attack. He wanted Virginia and Kentucky to work jointl .. 
as before, each preparing re-affirmations and confirmations of their pre-
vious statements. The two common:/ealths, Jefferson decreed, must be "con 
fident that the good sense of the American people and their attachment to 
those very rights which we are notl vindicating will, before it shall be 
too late, rally with us round the true principles of our federal compact, 
yet we must be "determined, were we to be disappointed in this, to sever 
ourselves from that union we so much value. 1I21 
Two weeks later Jefferson writes to Wilson Nicholas with another 
sketch o.f what. he wants in the SecOlld Ktintucky Hesolutions. This sketch 
followl! what h~ had 1r.rritten to Madison except that the statement "deter-
mined. • • to sevet' ourselves from that union we so much value" is nOlo! 
21 Cited in Koch and Ammon, p. 166. 
missing. Missing also is the statement that the Ali~n and ~edition Acts 
were "palpable Violations of the constitutional compact," which had been 
made in the Madison letter. 22 
Sinoe we know that Madison visited Jefferson during the interval be-
tween the two letters, most likely he prevailed on Jefferson to drop the 
threat of secession. Even then, the resolutions proolaimed nullification, 
and openly sinoe this time neither a Nicholas nor a Breckinridge was able 
to deter Jefferson. The Kentucky legislature passed the resolves as they 
were expected on Februnry 22, 1799. Among the heaviest shots fired in th. 
document were: 
Resolved. • .That the principla and construction con-
tended for by sundry of the state legislatures, that 
the general government is the exclusive judge of the 
powers delegated to it, stop not short of despotism--
since the discretion of those Vlho administer the gov-
ernment, and not the Constitution, would be the meas-
ure of their po\·rers: Tl",at the several states who formed 
that instrument bein~ sovereign and independent, have 
the unquestionable right to judge of the infraction; 
and, ~ ~ nullification 2! those sovereignties ~ 
all unauthorized acts done under color of that instru-
r.lent !!. !.h!. rightrur-r~.2' - -
When the resolves went to the Kentucky Senate, they were debated 
bitterly; but eventually they were passed and signed by the Governor. 
In Virginia things proceeded differently since the original resolves 
had met considerable opposition the year before. Fortunately for Repub-
lican tactics. Madison had returned to public office and now had a seat i 
22 Ford, VII, 389-392. 
23 Commager. p. 184. 
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the House of Delegates from which he could direct the proceedings. 
A.s chairman of the committee which reviewed the Hesolutions, hI!! was 
able to compose a lenr.;tny report which he intended to be his last word on 
the subject. The Report takes each of the sentenoes of his resolutions i~ 
order, quotes the passages, explains their meaning, and answers the objec .. 
tions which the other States had made. The Repol't is unquestionably thor-
24 
ough, bein;J; twenty times lon,f';er than the original 1~e601utions. 
Essential to Madison's theory of the sovereignty retained by the 
States even within the Union is the notion of compact which had been ruen-
tioned in the third of the Resolutions: " ••• the powers of the Federal 
Government result froll the compact to which the sta.tes are parties. 1I In 
the Re~ort of 1799 he admitted that the word states is open to several 
inttr~retations. "Thus, it sometimes means the separate sections of ter-
ritory occupied by the political ~·oci~tie6 within each; sometimes the pa~ 
ticular ~oTernments established by those societies; sometimes those soci-
eties as organized into those partie~lar governm~nts; and, lSBtly, it 
meane the people composing those political societies, in their hi~he5t 
sovereign capacity.tf The second and third meanings are difficult to dis-
tinguish for one reading Madison. Actually, he is interested chiefly in 
the fourth: "A.ll "ill at least concur in that last mentioned; because in 
that sense the Constitution was submitted to t~e 'states'; in that sense 
the 'States' ratified it; and in that sense of the term 'states' they are 
24 Hunt, VI, 341-406. 
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consequently part1es to the compac+, from which the powers of the Federal 
Governm9nt result.,,25 
Madison believed that it is "essential to the nature of compacts, 
that where resort can be ha.d to no tribunal superior to the authority of 
the parties, the parties themselves must be the rightful judges. in the 
last resort, whether the ba.rgain made has been pursued or TiolatedJ" and 
that the Federal Constitution was such a compact. Such notions are 
ambiguous: a compact having no tribunal superior to its members is so 
ly a compact. It would have no cohesion, no durability. Furthermore, 
the Federal Constitution does provide a superior tribunal, namely, the 
federal ~udiciary with the Supreme Court at its head. Article III, Seo-
tioD 2, Clause 1: nThe judicial Power shall extend to all Case., in Law 
and Equity, arising under this Constitution,· ·to Controversies between 
two or more States;--Between Citizens of different Sh.tes • .,26 
The Constitution does not, however, proTide for the judici~l reTiew 
of acts either. of Congress or of the state governments. This power, the 
very heart of the courts' oontribution to ~overDmentt was provided in the 
Judioiary Act of 1789.27 
28 Madison had not liked the Judiciary Act when it was passed; but 
even 80, he should not have acted in 1799 as though the bill had never 
25Ibid., 348. 
-
26 Constitution, Analysis ~ !!!!!pretation, p. 538. 
27 ~., 554. 
28 Hunt, V, 420, n. 
'9 
been passed. During tha tirst two years of the l1e\-, r;overnment, his mind 
was unable to oo.e to any decision over the role ot the oourts. In No. 39 
ot the Federali,t, he was very positive, ". • • in controversies relating 
to the boundary between the two jurisdictions, the tribunal whioh is ulti-
mately to deoide, i8 to be establisbed under the general Government ••• 
Tbe deoision is to be impartially made, according to the rules ot the Con-
atitution, and all the usual and most eftectual precautions are taken to 
seoure this impartiality. Some suoh tribunal is olearly essential to pre-
vent an appeal to the sword, and a tissolution of the oompact.,,29 This 
was a reasonable explanation, but a tew months later Madison abandoned it. 
"In the State Constitutions & indeed in tbe Fedl one also, nD provision il 
made tor the oase ot a disagree.ent in expounding II law.,.30 But when tht 
ti.e came tor the Bill ot Rights in the First Congress, he again reversed 
hi-"selt. nIt they the amendments are inoorporated into the ConstitutiCl'1 
independent tribunals ot justioe will consider the.selves in a partioular 
IIIAlUler the guardians ot those rights. they will be an impenetrable bulwark 
against eYery assumption ot power in the testslative or Exeoutiye.,,31 
Since he reterred to assumptions by the Legislatiye, Madison evidently 
oountenanoed judicial revie. ot the acts ot Congre.. by the tederal courm 
Consequently, when it oame tl.e tor his Report of 1799. his line of attac} 
should have been, not the ignoring ot the Judioiary Aot and with it the 
au 
29~ Federalist, p. 2,6. 
JOHunt • V, 294. 
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proce •• of judicial reYiew, but rather the insiatence upon the possibilit, 
of an alternate prooe •• which would refer the oontested matter to the 
people of the reapeoti.e States who were indeed the original parties to 
the Constitution. Suoh a reterral to the states as distinot from a re-
terral to the oourts was the whole inspiration and aim of Madison's Re~ 
--yet. like various torss ot inspiration, it see.s to have eluded ~he tull 
graap of its .ery oreator. In a .ense, Madison's Report ne.er quite 
strike. ho ••• 
• e.erthelea., the Report remains Madison's supreme eftort to justify 
the devolution of power ba~k to the people, in this oas., the power to 
judge. Madiaon knew that the Federal Judiciary was the tribunal set up 
by the Constitution. Without going against the Constitution, Madison 
tried to go outside it to the extent of enlisting the politioal aocieties 
which had adopted the Constitution. AD70ne experienoed in constitutional 
law could tell Madison how thin the ice was on which he tread with on17 
the ourrent ot rebellion rushing beneath. Yet he chose to tollow this 
Knowing it. po.sible dangers, he strewed his path with arguments tor 
ita satety and reasonablene.s hoping other stout souls might follow. At 
times his report achi •••• olarity and pr.oision. "Th. authority or con-
atitutions over go.ernment., and ot the sovereignty or the people over 
constitutions, are tputh. whioh are at all tim •• neceasary to be kept in 
mind, and at no other time, perhaps, more nece •• ar" than at present.,,32 
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But elsewhere his arguments lead nowhere as when he is answering the 
oharge that the judiciary should pass the tinal jUdgments. ae replie., 
"tirat, that there may be illstances ot usurped power, whioh the tOnlS ot 
the Constitution would neYer draw within the control of the judicial de-
partment." History has pro ... ed the weakne •• ot this argument tor the 
range of topios coyered by judicial action has increased steadily with 
the years. Tbe .econd argument is more involved than the firat, but no 
more substantial. "It the deoisions or the judiciaX7 be raised above th 
authority of the aoyereign parties to the CODstitution, the decisions of 
the other departmenta, not carried by the torma ot the Conatitution be-
tore the judiciary, must be equally authoritative and tinal. It" But the 
two laws which Madison criticises throughout the Report, the Alien and 
Sedition Aots, are denoUAced a8 unconstitutional; there tore they could 
be carried to the oourt. GOYern.ent must touch tbe people: eaob of the 
depart.enta has its own torm ot apre.sion upon the people and upon the 
State.. The impression by the oourt, although the m08t quiet, is alao 
the moat pe~ent. In any oontested aeries ot eyents--ir oontested pm 
erly--the last Yoioe heard trom W:".shington is the 'I'oioe ot the court. 
Madison adeitted a8 muoh in the Federaliet. 
I 
At the olo.e ot tbe Report, Madison is explaining the ••• enth resol ... e 
ot his Virginia iesolution. which .entioned deolarations by the other 
states that the Aota were unoonstitutional. Attempting to explain the 
nature ot such deolarations, Madison baoktraoks. The Virgieia 
• "Ibid., 351. 
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resolutions and other d.clarations aust not "b. de ••• d, from any point of 
Yi.w, an a.sum.ptiol'l of the office of the jude.. !he d.eclaratione in .uch 
cases are expressions of opinion, unaccompanie. with &D1 other effect tham 
what the1 e., produce 01'1 opinion by exciting refl.ction. !be expositions 
of the judiciary. on the other hand, are carri.d into iaaediate eff.ct bl 
force.",4 Lik. a aw1aaer who tri.d to r.ach a distant goal but now i. 
happy to save hi •• elf by treading wat.r, Madison, haYin, led his audience 
through endl.s. va ..... of argument, has Dot advanced tho a foot by the enc! 
of the ~port. laPPl to be still afloat, he i. wh.r. h. start •• b.tore 
the Resolution. th •••• l ..... weI". writt... for h. tells hie f.llow Am.rioa •• 
that the a •• olutio .. eff.oted aothing bl right nor bl law. !hey onll 
yol0.d opiaion. !hat was .othing .ew. Opinion. had be ..... oiced apl.nt,.-
thel were the .... ry oooaaion of the S.dition Aot. .. ... iag pl.dged to cro •• 
the troubled water. of int.rpositioa and svia to so •• 10nder point (th. 
point was a ..... r clear), Madison is aow read, to g.t out of the wat.r anel 
drl hias.lf with a page of the Constitution. 
!h. juel ... nt of lat.r g.neration. 01'1 the a.port was a caus. of ... exa-
tioa to Madiaon in hie final ,eara. Manl a South.raer r.gard.d it a. an 
.xposition of that th.or1 of nullification which it had d.lib.ratel, tri •• 
to dl8ayow. "".1'1 John Q. Ad ... , who prot •••• d .uch y.n.ration tor the 
Virg1aian, coaclud.d that Madi.on b.li ..... d "b.caus. the stat •• of this 
.nioa, as w.ll as th.ir p.ople, are parti •• to the Con.titutional coapact 
~f the t.d.ral CIo .... rnm.at, ther.for. the Stat. Legi.latur •• haYe 
,It Ibid., 402. 
-
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the right to judge of the infractions of the Constitution by the or an-
ized aov'~rnmen t of the whole. ,.35 
This is a Yiew that Madison definitelr did not held. ~hat he did 
hold 1s more difficult to determine. He expresses doubts that the legis-
latures can act in the matter. He mentions conventions 1n the seyeral 
states. Did he enYiacn, atter the invitation trom one State (thro~gh its 
legislature if necessary). an adequate majority ot state conventions a8 
the rightful way to nullity and void a tederal. act? Such & solution 
might provide that partial de'Yolution of power which Locke had &spaired 
of finding. But how gr.eat a majority ot States? Three quarters of them? 
Then whr not take the constitutional measure ot amending the existing doc~ 
WIIent in the manner prescribed, rather than ambarking on extra-constitu~ 
tional methods? Madison ip:nored the two provided aYenues ot redress, 
ap!Jealing the case b.fore the 3upreme Court tor a decision of the acts' 
constitutionality and the proposing ot an amendment to the Constitution 
if the decision of tha Court should be unsatisfactory. Ho persists in 
considering t~e abrupt declaration by the Vire,inia legislature that the 
federal acts are unconstitutional, "the first and most ohYious proceeding 
on the sUbject. lf36 
11ke the Resolutions, the Report drifts haltway between appeals for 
positi •• action and discussions of political science. In the be~innin~. 
the Resolutions were geared for Qction, but t~e rear ot nullification and 
35John Quincy Adams, !h! Lives 2! James Madison ~ James Monroe 
(Buffalo, 1851), p. 72. 
,6 Hunt, VI, 404. 
the cool reception by the other states forced Madison to chan~e his t~~un~ 
In the Report he toys with several theories never proposing anyone of 
them as the solution to the problem. He aeems to have favored as entirel, 
leeal the deCision of a large majority of conventions held 1n the several 
Statea--if such conventi~ns were ever held to suspend federal acts. How-
ever. be realized the impra,cticali ty of such a courlt'e since :t t ,,!ould take 
many months for all the conventions to assemble, deliberate, and vote. 
This would be no more expeditious than conventions for amendin~ the eon-
stitution, and thus the practicality evaporates into the air. 
To regard both the Virginia Resolutions and Report ~e expressions of 
public opinion is the soundest; they were a cry of protest. a call for 
redress to sister States. Madison tried to persuade others not to force 
them, believin~ that in his ~eneration the pen would still prove mi~htier 
than the sword. John Q. Adams described the are in theee wordm: "Happy, 
thrice happy the people. whose politteal oppoeition~ an.d conflicts have no 
ul tima.te apraal but to their own reaeon; for ""hose party feuds the only 
conquests are of' arp.;'t·ment, and whose only triur»phs are of the rllind. ,,37 
The Kentucky and Virginia Resolutions were triumphant to the extent 
that they were excellent campaign material for the Republ~ca.ns. Neither 
Jefferson nor Madison acknowledged their authorship publicly, but they 
ben~fited from the groundswell of public opinion against war with France, 
against Hamilton's brand of Federalism, against the old administration. 
In 1800 Jefferson was elected President and Madison was named his 
37 John Q. Adams, p. 60. 
6, 
Se.retar1 of atate, whereupou both lost iat_r.a' 18 or .. p1ug fe.eral ,owe. 
Madiaou'. _d •• utur. v1th the intrloaoie. or 1nterpoeitioa vas oYer, or .0 
h. thought. 
CBAPlER IV 
MADISON THE CONSTITUTIONALIST 
Every man tollow. aome law--the law of hi •• e.bers, or the law of 
hia mind, aomettae. the law ot Caesar, 80meti.e. that ot God, and aome-
times both when they are compatible and he willing. EVen the law ot man, 
public and recorded. haa ita ~vel. ranged one upon the other. A aan -81 
.erve and detend the law ot hia City, or ot his state, or ot his nation. 
Or he IH7 serve and detend that tud ot wi .... and experience known a. 
constitutional la~. Edward Corwin i. hi. Introduction to the Constitutiol 
2! !h! United States, Analyais !!! Intereretation detine. conatitutional 
law .a that "bo47 ot rule. resulting trom the interpretation by a hlgh 
court (.r a written constitutional instrument in the covse ot disposing 
ot cas.s in which the validity, in relation to the constitutional instru-
.ent, ot ao.e act or gover .. ental power, state or national, has b.en chal-
l.nged." 
A. witl: any human law, this law oan undergo change. As With many 
human diet.. this law has at ti.e. been made to atand On 1ts head. Hu-
dreda or reversala and overrulinga by later court. have cau •• d d1 • .., 1n 
m&n7 who have ob •• rved the hiatory ot the Supre.e Court ot the United 
State., even in tho.e who have obaerved tro. the bench. Justice Robert. 
teared that court decis10ns were ralling "into the aame ola •• as a 
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re.tri.ted railroad ticket, good tor this da, aad train onl, •• ~ 
no ianer sanctum at the oenter ot ooastitutional law1 can ever7 precede 
be set aside aud every principle doubted? Ko, there is a cor. that do.s 
not chaegol not every rulin, haa be.n overI'1d4e.. !b. exterior ot a tro 
truak &rowa rapicl17, rial' 1. added to I"in,. Vbile tbe 'buk pee18. aeta 
dirt7. Dr ... ott. Yet withta the tnDk 1. a core of living wood. alow1 
IP'GWU,. In clefen.e of that oore of 1.p.l1t7 Mad130n .p.at hi. final of, 
torte. 
Madl80n .... ..,..at'-••••• :r8U'S old who. the "taritt ot a'ba1l1atiou 
was pae •• ' 1n Ma1. 1828. El •••• :e.r8 earlier he had relinquished the 
Pr •• id ••• , of the United state. and since that ttao had bee. 11ving 1a 
retunent at h1& hOIl., Montpeli.r. The tarlft l.d to the South Carollu 
1x,081tlon and It. propo.als of aulllt1catlon. !O d.t •• 4 hle honor aad 
that of '11',1111&. Madison took up hi. pen and tor e1cht ,Mr. (1828-18}6) 
vent to lI'.a' ettort. to abow the dltterenc •• 'botweo. hi. stand in 1798-
1199 .. 4 the theori.. tbon bei.g expounded b7 John C. Galhoua. 
There had been oppertunit7 during hi. pre.1dono, to .xpress his yieva 
on ro.eryed powers. but Ma41son had declin.d. a. had the natioa to oar. 
tOI" __ 4 the war aaaiDat hsled to .. age. Wh •• a ,.OWlI' .0 .. Haapah1re 
18"7er complained apiast the war and hint •••• " laglud sight .ecode, th 
PJoe.lde.' lpored the th .... t. The apeoch, the Rocklngham Memorial, was 
----,-------------------
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eiiZ11fican~, mainl,. on account of its author .. -Dallial Web;:,ter. The Memo-
rial was in the form of an open letter to the President. 
James Mad.ieon, Esquire, President of the United states. 
We .hrink troa the separatioD ot the .tate., .s 
an event fraught with incalcuable evila, and it is 
among our strongest o~jections '0 the pre.e.t oourse 
ot measures, that they have, in our opin1on, a very 
dangeroua and alarming bearing on suoh aD e.ent. It a 
separation ever 3bould take place it will be, on some 
such 000 .. 108, ••• wheD a •• all and li.eated aajorit,. 
in the Government, taking counsel ot their passions 
and Dot their re •• on, cont •• ptoualy disregarding the 
interests, and perhaps stopping the mouths, of a large 
and respecta~le alaority shall b. harsh, rash, and 2 
ruinous measures threaten to destroY' essential rights. 
rhe word.s could have calle directly trom Jefferson ~ s Kentuc1:1 Resolutions 
of tho past, or from Calhoun in 1828. But theae are the words or Daniel 
.!eboter, the bulwark of the Union, spG&kin,:.; in the aum;ner 1812. 1~er7 
public man cond.emns himself at least once in his own lifetime. 
Another event during the \\lar or 1812 which President Madison do1ib-
erate1y ignored waD Iii. meeting of numorouo discontented Federalists of New 
England during Jscember, 1014. Althousi:h held in Connecticut, the moving 
spirits behil~":' the Hartford Convention were Irou. Massachusetts. That 
State, which had given the most lu~id criticiam of the Virginia Resolu-
tions, now embarked on a similar cour3e ot resistance.' Nullification 
knows no tlag; Jiven a few grieVances, its spirit can flame up anywhere. 
tears later, when question~d about Iii. book devoted to the Convention, 
ZThe Writins- !a! Sae,ohe. !! Daniel W.~st.rt ed. J. W. McIntyre 
(New York, 190'), XV, 610. 
'franCiS F. aeirae, The War ot 1812 (New York, 1949), p. 32,. 
------
6, 
Ma4iaen ahowe ecut interest, "I ha",. aut 7et ae. the 'stator,. of the 
Harttord Coavention,' ••• 1 am not aure. it I po ••••• ed the book, that I 
should ove. be able, with 81 waning et~.Qcth and tadins v1810., to .... 1& 
a work tilling so maay page •• "' 
hither webster'. Hellorial nor the IaJottor4 Con.ent1oa drew fortli 
AD,. d.olaratio .. of polio, trOll Ha41aoa. Ue vas aaviae hias.lf tor the 
task that begu in 1828 with calhoun. It is true that ono., b 182.5. a 
nvrr of 8t&t •• -.... 1ch'. acttatioll o.o,,"d ooaoerning b111. tor interul 
J .• pro ....... t. ad eaul. whioh Pre.ident John Quine7 Atlua bad eador.ect. 
Jett.raon wrote to Madison sueC.stin, that Virc1nia pa8. aew l"e.olutio88, 
1D the spirit of 1798. 4eaounoia·c the 1.ateraal iaprOy .... t. biU •• not 
varraatect b7 the Conatitution. la a lone-winete' letter. Ma418o. gradual 
cat. the ide. ~oro.a that he disapproves auoh 1& coye. At thl. JOint, bot 
•• a .... to be s11ppl8 ... ' 
Jetter.oA va __ ttle to ral11 aad died the follow1ns ,.ear. But Had-
laoa ,..oo .... r.d that 01ar1t7 of ,,_dp •• t whioh had characteri... hia .. 
coat •• ta. !b. tirat 01"1818 0 ... vh.. South Carolina ,..plied to the al-
le,ed ..,ila of the tarift ot abolliutions with her Exposition ot 1828. 
!be author of the Exposit1on waG Joha C. Calho .. , thea '1.e ""aldeAt of 
the aation whioh his iXpo.it1oa bope4 to cripple. Like Jefte •••• who had 
on •• b... in a sillilar aituation, CaUlO\tD had the prude.oe to k.ep hia 
,. 
Co9lr ••• 11- IV t 31tO. 
'aunt, II, 2)6-242. ror Jettersoa t • letter, .t. '01'4, XII. _18. a. 
authorship secret. 
6 Having followed his own course of political metamorphosis, the one-
time nationalist and "war hawk ll now led the ranks ot the states' rights 
theorists. He expressed his political creed in three principal works, 
The South Carolina EXPosition.? A Disquisition on Government,8 and A Dis-
course on the Constitution and l~vernment of the United states.9 With 
elavery in his hacklard, CAlhoun could not avail hiaself of the arguments 
ot natural right when he explained the origins of tree government. It is 
the .elfish interests ot man as an economic animal that he stresses in 
the opening pages of his Disquisition on Qovernment. It controlled and 
directed, these very interests and passions tor power and property could, 
he believed, be made a eource ot vitality in 800iety and government. In-
dividuals pursuing their own interests in their own was Dlade tor both in-
dividual and general pr03ress. The "highest wisdom ot the State" was "a 
wise and masterly inactiY1ty."lO This is a strange meeting ot prinCiple 
6ca.,ers, ~rald M. flA Reconsideration of John C. Calhoun's Tranait.ia1 
trom Nationalism to Nullification," !h! Jou~nal 2! Southern Historz. XIV 
(Februar.r. 1948), ,4-48. 
7The Works ot John C. Calhoun. ed. Richard X. Cra.lle (New York. 1888 
VI.l-5'S7 ---
8 Ib&d., I. 
lOlb1d., VI l4~ , -'. 
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Thomas Hobbes~lding hands with Thomas Jeftersonl yet it set Calhoun tree 
to declare the sort of sovereignty he wanted. As August Spain has said; 
"Calhoun was not handicapped in his treatment of the concept of sovereign 
ty ty the philosophy of natural rights. He rejected the whole theor,y of 
the social compact and all rights of individuals not sanctioned by the 
politically organized community_ Sovereignty, to him, was simply the 
highest ls.w-making power within such a community. It expressed its will 
through lawl and it logically followed, there1ore, that the sovereign 
coulcl not violate any law, constitutional or otherwise."ll 
The very possibility, furthermore, ot a divided sovereignty was cate 
O'orically rejected by Calhoun. "Row sovereignty itselt--the supreme pow-
er--oan be divided, how the people of the several states can be partly 
soYereign, and partly not sovereign-partly supreme, and partly not 
supreme. it is impossible to conceive. Sovereignty is an entire thing; 
to cUvide, is to destroT it.,,12 
In the South Carolina Exposition, he proposes an idea that is more 
difficult to grasp than any divided sovereignty. According to Calhoun, 
any area in the United states is controlled by two distinct governments 
at the salle time--both governments being inde:eendent. "Our system, then, 
consi.ts ot two distinct and independent Government.. The general powers 
expre.sly delegated to the General Govennment, are subject to it. sole 
and .eparate controll ••• so, also, the peculiar and local powers 
173. ll~ Political Theorz !! ~ £. Calhoun (New York, 1951), pp. 172-
12Worka ot Calhoun, I, 146. 
-
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re •• rve. to the State. are subJ •• t to th.ir excluei •• eontrol; aor eaA 
the Geaeral Go.erament tAterlere. in an1 ..... r. v1th thea. without vio-
lating the Constitution.·l , 
OalhOWl 1a being WU"ealiatle. SVa .. 41.oa. vbea he wu r.aiatin, 
the ~roa4 interpretation ot the Constitution, ada1tte4 that iAterfereno. 
with the Stat.a' laws or power8 was not the orit.rion of thoae of the 
natioual co.eraaent. It ao.ereignt, i. a. tadivlalble aa C&lhou. oon-
t .... an4 the statea 40 r ... 1n eovere1SD, thea what was oa1l84 the f.d.er 
go.eruent would. "e 12.0 true sov.rue ... t at aU, but .erelf a olearia, hou. 
tor the pelloie. ot a weak oontedera..,_ ret oleewhere calhoWl expliolt1, 
rejecte this conolusion.I ' 
With hi. OODoepts of sovere1gBt, &ad ted.ral UBion •• tablished, h. 
was tr.e to justlt,r hi. braa4 of aullitioatloa. Its l8itial ata,.. wero 
tbOll. propoee4 '1 Jetteraoat 'but c:al.houn added a 110.e1 triat at the end.. 
r1rat. it a State b.l1 •••• it 18 8utt.riag aa i ••• 8iol1 ot lts re.er.e. 
pov.rs trom the t.dera1 co.eraa.at, it d.eclar.. the .at uacoa.titutioD8l 
&ad, within ita 'erritori •• , ent1re11 Dull. a.condlr. the state tak •• 
that the federal act will aot operate 18 ita reala. Thirdl7. the stat. 
a'tIIIJ.le .. the .. eaetlon o.t the re.t of the nation. ltat 1t 1ah..- that the 
;",-
ao.Y.lt, ot Oalhou'. q.t .. ent.rs. 'lfto. uob State 1s aO'lere1gn, the 
d~~t •• ae ot 1t. so.el"e1p r1Chts i. within lepl bowad.. 10 cause tor the 
.... 
l'Ibid., VI, .)6. 
14~ •• I, 162-16,. 
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federal government to shout rebellion when its laws are summarily dclared 
null and void. Rather, it the tederal government thinks it has cause for 
complaint, then it may propose an amendment to the Constitution w}.ich 
will cledrly give it the power ;,.edch the nullifying state has contested. 
Let the tederal governn',ent then ae. it II can get thre.-quarters of the 
state. of the Union to ratify.l5 
Surely one ot the greateat .leight-ot-hand tricks ever pertormedl 
Calhoun throws the burden of proof trom the single State upon the ahoul-
clera ot the whole nation. Reverai!'.g Madiaon 'a t!leory that a m,ajoritl of 
state conventions might nullify a particular federal act, Calhoun holda 
that a large majority of State conventions are necesaary to arrest a 
s1ngle state from nullifying what it pleaae.. Nor i8 such a m~jority 
nece.sarily adequate to return the nullifying state to the told. If the 
State deems the new amendment haa intruded into ~tter8 not properly aa~ 
able. C41hoWl sqs it still has an optiOA--although now a dire one. tilt 
may choose whether it will, or whether it will not eecede from the Union. 
One or the other cout's. it lIluat take. To refuse to acquiesce would be 
tantamount to seoe88iOA.,,16 
Betore .eeing how Madison met these arguments. the opinion of \ieb-
ater. Calhoun's chief opponent in the Senate, is worth consulting. 'j;eb-
aterts celebrated Reply to Bayne delivered in the Sonate in Janwlry. lB}O, 
was in reality a reply to Calhoun a8 well. Calhoun presided over the 
chamber trom the chair of the President of tl"e Senate. It is Calhoun 
l5Ib1d ., pp. 298-301. 
-
16 Ibid.. 1,. 300. 
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that Webster faces in the famouCl mural by George Healy. Never a mere 
mouthpiece, Robert HaTne bad spoken for two men, himself and Calhoun; an 
they tor a whole section of the n~tion and a whole way of 11fe. 
Webster also represented a whole way of lift! and with it an under-
standing of govf:rnment. An inquiry i8 needed, he said. "into the origin 
of this govern.rlHJi:t and the sour\.'9 of its power. w'hose agent is it? Is 
it the c:'eature or the state legislatures, or the creature of the people 
If the government of the United states be the agent of the state govern-
mente, then ttey may control it; provided they can agree in the manner 
of controlJ.ing it; if it be t.he agent of the people, then the people 
alone can oontrol it, restrain it, modify, or reform it. • •• It is. 
Sir. tile peop1e'a Constitution, the people's government, made for the 
peopl.e, by the people, and answerable to the people. n17 
Webster reject. the theor, t~~t the States may pass judgment on 
the na tio~.a1 government t s acts. ttThe people ot the United states h;.ve 
at no time. in no way. directly or indirectly. authorizect allY state leg-
ls1ature. to construe or interpret their high instrument or govern~t; 
much le.s to interfere, by their own power, to arrest ita course and 
operation • .,l.8 
Madison took up a similar defense of the Union, but a recent criti 
Burton Hendrick, over-dramati:t,ea the Virginian ts efforts. "Be Hadison 
almost frantically denies thut t ere i8 Bny connection between his 
17Th• Writings 2! Webster, VI. 54-55. 
l8!bid •• 73. 
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400tr11l.e. ot 1198 ud tho.e of the rallpaat South Carolinians ••• fo refut. 
the assumption becaae alaost a mania. H19 .. 4iso., on the eontr.~7, beg.an 
mUdly enough. In a letter Wl"itt.n Augu.st 2. 1828, he expre •••• hi. re-
crets at the dUllerous turn of events in South Carolina hop1l1g "that a 
toresight ot the awtul cOllsequences whieh a ae)Nlration ot the States por-
teada will 80011 reclaia all well •• aniA& but aiscaloulatin, Citizens. H20 
Madison then .editate. oa the mixed ble •• ings which every 10verDaent aust 
conter. 
All Goytp even the be.t, as I trust our. will prove 
itselt to be, have their intiraitie.. Power wherever 
lodged, i. liable more or le.8 to abuse. In Govt, 
organized on Republican principle. it i. nece •• arily 
lodpd in the aajority. whichsomett.e. trOll a de. 
ticiellt regard to justice, or an unconscioue b1aa of 
interest, as well aa trom erroneous eattaates of public 
pod, JUly furJlish just sroUll4 ot co.plaiat t') the 
aiaority. But those who would rush at once into elia-
unioll a. an As11ua troa otte.aive meaaure. ot the Gent 
Gov' would do well to examiBe how tar there b. suoh 
an ldelltlt, ot iAtere.t., of opia.1ou, anel of feelln,., 
pre.ent & permane.t. throulhout the state. indiyldua117 
consldered. as, 1D the event of thelr .eparatiOll. wf 1a 
all ca8e. secure minorlties a~ wroncful prooe.alnS. 
ot .ajor!tie.. • reourrence to the perlod anterlor to 
the adoption of the existlng Oonstitution, anel to so.e 
of the oau.es whioh le4 to l~J will suggest 8alutary 
retlectioll8 on thi. subject.Zl 
198ulwark of the blubllci ! Bloaaphl !! !h!. Constitution (Bo8toa, 
1937). p. as. - -
2OBunt , n. ,15. 
21~ •• 315-,16. 
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In the folloh/ing year (1829). Madison baaed his argu:ni:>nts on strict-
11 constitutionAl grounds. Here perhaps 1s the key difference between 
him "illd Webster. The latter. tor all his cOlWland and use of constitutio 
al decisions, relied in the last res0rt on the convenience and glory of 
the Union. With a masterly flourish he could point to the progress of 
the American nation in her first fifty years and ask. How else but by th 
Union? ~Adison. less inclined to the dramatic yet a legalist .~~al to 
lIJehster, took the constitutional arena as his own. 
In Auguet of 182:3, Madison offered a sl.nlple altern:,tive to the prob 
lem of the usuperior judge." Onder offenses that are not extreme, the 
states ou,ht to ab1.de by the Supreme Court; under extre.e o1"tenses ''whic 
juetit,. and reqLiire a resort to the original rights of the parties" ther 
is no superior judge either within or without the national government. 
In the latter situation, Madison seems to accept revolution ao the solu-
22 tion altheugL be does not openly sa7 so. 
This brings Madison back to Blackstone and the all-powerful but re-
sponsibl. government. Blackstone had regarded his Parliament as omnipo-
tent; in the American scheme, the Supr~me Court seems to hol~ the final 
power. In e1.ther case, the result is the same. Large countries need 
strong governmente. No legal agenoy within the nation can paes judgment 
on the acta of government save some responsible branch of the aame gover -
ment. A permanent Court not subject .ot subject to eleotion ehould be 
d t 
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a saf~r arbiter than a popular parliament. To that extent the American 
system is an advance over Blackstone's England. Madison seems ready t~ 
admit politics as the art of the possible and diamiSs theoretical ques-
tiona about some other possible arbiter. 
But, on reflection. Madis(')n was not ready to follow Blackstone 
all the way. He still hoped to establish a check upon the omnipotence of 
the government trom within the structure ot the government itaelt. Years 
earlier he had pOinted out in No. 39 ot the F~d~ra11st those saving fea-
--. 
tures of the American government which were results ot its bein .. ~ both fed 
eral and national. It it was federal, Madison reasoned, then the Amer~ 
system was able to admit a partial devolution of power back to the people 
by some le~ial procedure. Such a conclusion requires as a premise divided 
sovereignty and it was this principle of divided sovereignty which became 
the keystone in the constitutional theory ot the elder Madison. On Feb-
ruary 15. 1830, he penned a comprehensive letter to his friend N. P. 'lrist 
in which divided sovereignty ti[':\1re8 prominently. 
Other Governments present an indiYidual and 
indivisible sovereignty. The Constitution of the 
United States diVides the sovereignty; the portions 
surrendered by the states composin.';: the E'ederal 
80T.rei.~t1 over specified sub~ects; the portions 
retained forming the soverei~ty ot each over the 
residuary subjects within its sphere. It the sov-
ereignty cannot thus be divided, the political 
system ot the United States is a chimera. mocking 
the vain pretensions of human wisdom. • • 
Nothing can be more clear than that the Con-
stitution of the United States has created a Jov-
ernaent, in as strict a sense of the term as the 
governments of the States created by their respec-
tive constitutions. • .If in some cases the juris-
diction Federal and State is concurrent as it is 
in others exclusive, this ls one of the features 
constituting the peculiarity ot the system. 23 
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By facing the problem of concurrent Jurisdiction--an obvious fact, 
but one ignored in the theories of Calhoun--Mad1son had isolated the 
storm-center. Concernin,::- the dividing line between the two jurisdiotions 
this same letter presented the following solution. 
The provision immediately and ordinarily relied 
upon is manifestly the Supreme Court of the United 
states of America, clothed as it is with the juris-
diction trin oontroversies to which the United States 
shall be a part,.;" the Court itself being so consti-
tuted as to render it independent & impartial in its 
deciSions; (see F~deralist, No. 39) whilst other and 
ulterior resorts would remain in the elective process, 
in the hands of the people themselves a. the joint 
constituents of the parties; and in the provision 
made by the Constitution for amending itself •••• 
If the Supreme Court of the United States be 
found or deemed not suffioiently independent or im-
partial, a better tribunal is a desideratum: But 
whatever this may be, it must necessarily derive its 
authority from the whole, not from the parts; from 
the St~tea in 80me collective, not individual oapa-
citY'.2 
What this "bel;ter tribunal" is !-1adiaon does not say. By inference 
and exclusion, the possibilities seem to n~rrow down to a joint action 
taken bY' special state conventionf'3. the s,':\rue sort of action which Madison 
hinted at during 1799. A few weeks after his letter to Trist, however, 
Madison rejects such joint action b: tne states as neither necessary nor 
advisable. Senator Robert Hayne of South Carolina had respectfully sent 
a copy of his speech against Webster to the aged Madison at Nontpelier. 
24Ibid., 355. 
-
In April, 18,0, Madison made his OWD "Reply to BayDe," something quite 
diftereDt trom Web.ter's, but ot equal it Dot greater consltutional .er-
it.25 
The letter to HATae is actually a s&maatiOD ot all the principal 
1de.s which MadisOD had been expressing tn ODe letter atter another tor 
two year8. Over halt of his correspondence during the 1ears 1828-1830 
had turned about such topics aa his .rginia Resolutions, their difterenoe 
trom CalhoUDts theoriea, the real meaning of the tederal cOllpact. 26 All 
these topics are dealt with iD the Rarne l.tter. Near the cloae, however, 
Madison goes a st.p further and rejecta joint state aotioD. As a prelim-
inar1 move, he quickly dismisses the n6tion of Calhoun that three-quartera 
ot the states are required to stop a State in its nullit.ring actions. H. 
theD rejects the opposite and .ore reasonable cours. ot thre.-quarters 
giving support. "It ,/4 ot the States can sustain the State in its d.ci-
sion it would •••• that thia extra-oonstitutional course ot proceeding 
might well be spared, inasmuch a. 2/, oan institute and 1I4 can eftectuate 
an amendment of the Constitution, which would establish a per.anent rule 
of the highest author!t1, instead of a preo.dent of construotion (tn11.,.27 
H.r. 1s evidenoe ot Madison-s ooncern tor strictly conat1tutional proce-
dures. ae still 8trive. to detend a devolution of power to ths people ot 
the State., but now hls lnterest is in the wide and wi •• variety of lleaDS 
25Ib!d., ,8""94. 
261bi4., IX, pasalm. 
27Ib14., '91, n. 
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alr.ad7 proyide' 10 and by the eo •• titution tor euch a return of power. 
!her. are the influence ot the people through election., the provial0 •• 
tor ........ t8, the pow.r ot tap.achine .ith.r .x.outiv. or judioial otti. 
oere lt th.7 ehould perelet 10 act. ad •• rs. to the co .. o. w.ltar.. !b ••• 
are the r.eort. open to the people asainet irre.po •• ible co •• r ... nt. It 
all th •• e ahould tail, it the cov.rnae.t will aot 'e.i.t froa dangerous 
.b •••• ot it. power, th •• th.r. 1. ao purpo •• in thinking .p oa. aOr. th •• 
oretio barrler, rath.r the p.op1. 88.t r.t.r to their rlcht. ot " •• It. 
und.r whioh all go.er ... ate are toraed aDd b1 which all go •• r ... nt. can 
b. 4ueol •• d. 
BY.nte ao •• d torward and aOOD Bouth Carolina co.c.l •• 4 that that 
Vltiaa r.tio, that ultiaat. r.ckon1nawaa du •• ProToked b1 aDother tar-
itt whlch eh. relard.d unjuat. ah. adopt.d h.r Or4inanc. ot .u111tication 
OD .ov.ab.r 2~, 18'2.28 What lt yoloed waa .ot a De. th.orJ, but an •• 
pitch ot detianc. a,ainst the .ationa1 10y.r .... t, d.tiano ... to •• 1t-
d •• trut1on. fIl. South Carolinians d.clar. "that ". will aOt .ubld.t to 
the application ot toroe, oa the part ot the F.d.ral Go •• ra •• nt, to r.-
duo. this stat. to ob.d1.no •• "29 
Pr •• 'd.a' Andr.. Jaok.on was a hard aan to bl.tt and no ... to in-
ttaldate. ta hi. Proclamation to the Peopl. ot South Carolin. he aad. it 
28"r a cOPf ot the Ordloano., ••• Oomaager, pp. 261-262. 
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clear that the course they meditated was rebellion and that he would, 
faithful to the trust imposed upon him as the Supreme Executive, use ever 
foroe at his disposal to bring them into submission. "I oonsider, then, 
the power to annul a law of the United States, assumed by one State, !a: 
compatible ~ !h! existence 2! !a! Union. contradioted expressly !t !h! 
letter £! !h! Constitution, unauthoriied ~ !!! spirit, inconsistent ~ 
every prinoiple ~ which!! !!! founded, ~ destructive !! ~ ~eat ob-
ject !2!:. which II ~ formed."3O 
Jackson cuts through the tangled theories of Calhoun and lays down 
facts. "The Constitution of the United states, then, forms a government, 
not a league; and whether it be formed by compact between the States or 
in any other manner, its charaoter is the same. It is a Government in 
which all the people are represented, whioh operates direotly on them in-
dividually, not upon the States.,,3l If forced, however, the national gove 
ment could most certa.inly act upon those States; for, "it is the intent 
of this instrument to proclaim, not only that the duty imposed upon me by 
",_the Constitution 'to take care that the laws be faithfully executed' shal 
be performed. • .but to warn the citizens of South Carolina who have been 
deluded into an opposition to the laws of the danger they will incur by 
obedience to the illegal and disorganizing ordinance.,,32 
30 Ibid. t 
-
264. 
3lIbid., 
-
266. 
32ill!. , 267. 
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Iia d.t1aaoe South CaroliDa rep11e4 that the Pre.ideat had gone beloll. 
hi. bouacis, tha t hUr op1a1ou were "errOl\eo\18 a.d dugerou •• It that he 1:&-
dulse' Ilia "peraoual hostility ia the &aid proolamat1oa," and that 1t. 
principle. were "boo.autent with U7 juat Ue. 01 .. l1aited IOver~V~ 
Ia the .eutise 1e.D1'7 ClaJ waa puttins to,ether oo_prOll1.e hUla whioh 
would .a.e pea.8 withh the Vaioa. the ••• iD Charle.to. and Columbia 
srew oaut10u., &ad the 01"1.18 e.entuall1 pa •• o4. 
What coneerae ue 18 Madlaoa'a reaotion to thie .ssertlon ot alaele 
stat. 8o.erelcat7. 'S hie letter to BaJa. 18 1830 had «apre.... 1a ooa-
ol.e lora all hi. co •• t1tutioaal yiews. ao .. ahort letter to Alexaader 
Riye. ill Jaaua.r1. lS", added important olarlt1catioa. to thoae Yiews. 
the letter, aoreo •• r, i8 the be., ot Ma41aoa'. tiaal ertort.. !hereatter 
he be... to decline, td.. two tiul ••• al. "aov.reipt1" a.4 "lOt.. en Bul .. 
litloatiOn"'" are yape r .. blue. full of repet1tloaa. Ja the 10tter of 
18" he still has hi. power. of aiad ua418.e4. 
The letter to l1.e. waa a repl, to aa article wbioh. had appeare' 1& 
the l1rm1\ Itd~ooat." u4er the sipature of tt,\ Frie.t of 11nlon and stat. 
RiPt •• " tiye., the actual author, ha4 deteAd" what he 1ulacine. wa. Mad .. 
140.'. poa~tl0D 08 nullification aad ••• e •• ioc. MadlaoB, howe.er, felt 
he had aia.e. tbe aark aad decided to clear the record. 11. letter, just 
as .Nt durin, th1. per104, cot under W&1 with a 4efeul.e .xpl.aat10D of 
• 
"!b1~ •• 269. 
)4BUAt• IX, ,68-573. '73-607. 
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what the Virginiai?esolutions were all about. However, his explanation 
amounts to an actual refinement rather than a restatement of his former 
notions. 
The object of Virginia was to vindicate legis-
lative declaration of opinion; to designate the 
several constitutional modes of interposition by 
the states against abuses of power, and to establish 
the ultimate authority of the states as parties 1£ 
~ creatures of the Constitution to interpose 
against the decisions of the judicial as well as the 
other branches of the Government--the authority of 
the judicial bein;;:.: in no sense ultimate, out of the 
purview and form of the Constitution.3S 
One must be careful to understand what J.1adison means when he says 
the decision of the Court is not ultimate. It is ultimate. as he would 
admit. as far as judicial steps are concerned. It is not ultimate in the 
sense that the Con'~re8e could pass acts removing such jurisdiction from 
the Court, or the Justices could be impeached, or the President could en-
large the Court. There are, in other words. measures by which the other 
departments, and the people through them, can check the Court. The de-
cision of the Court, however, would stand until reversed by a subsequent 
decision. 
The remarkable part of the letter quoted above is not what Madison 
says about the judiciary, but rather his statement that the States are 
the creatures of the Constitution. Host Unionists in Madison' IS day WOl.1.1d 
admit thlt the states were subject to the Constitution, but how could t:.e. 
be created by it since they had existed betore it? Even Webster in his 
Reply to Hayne did not s~ that. Yet it is on this point that Madison 
35 Ibid., 496. 
-
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shows hi. higher understanding of the tederal union, certainly a higher 
understanding than he had when he wrote in the Federalist years betore: 
"In the compound republic ot Amerioa, the power surrendered by the people 
is first divided between two distinct governments, and then the portion 
alloted to each subdivided among distinot and separate departments." Thi 
is just the sort of division that Calhoun suppo •• d had taken place, the 
irony being that, when calhoun cited this passage from No. 51 of the Fed-
-
eraliat, he attributed it to Hamilton instead of Madison. Madison was 
thus freed from the charges he deserved. 36 
By 1833 Madison was ready to repair the error he had made in 1788. 
The Federal Goverernment was not built by a parcelling-out of the people' 
power, this to the central government, that to the atate, this to the cen 
tral government,!!!. By the ratification of people--ye., the people of 
the state. if one like., it make. no difference--a Dew nation was born. 
A new political life was created, and one need not be a strict Aristote-
lian to realise that the principle, senerare !!l corrumpi, is true of all 
created life. Giving life to something new mean. dealin~ death to some-
thing old. To give life to a national government meant dealing death to 
the sovereign lit. of the states. Calhoun himself had 8a1d, "Sovereignty 
is an entire thing; to divide is to de.troy it.,,37 Madison would agree: 
36Calhoun u.e. No. 51 ot the Federalist in his South Carolina expo-
sition (Works, VI, 42). The contest over the authority of No. 51 has 
generally been concluded in favor of Madison, especially since the work 
ot Edward G. Bourne, "The Authorship of the Federalist," American Hieri-
S!! .Re_v_i_e.wt II (April, 1897), 449-451. 
37 4 Works, VI, 1 6. 
the sovereignty of the States has been sacrificed that a new nation might 
live. However, he would reverse the order of Calhoun. Calhoun said to 
divide would cause destruction. Madison would sa7, first the death, then 
the division. First the sovereignty of the states must be immolated, then 
let the newly formed nation recognize those Stat •• as its constituent mem-
ber. and accede to the wish of the people that many of their powers be 
vested in these States. It makes no difference it the powers of the na-
tional government be few and defined (in practice, they are vast and in-
definite), tor they are the supreme power. of political life and any other 
power. or series of powers must be understood in relation to them, and noi 
vice versa. 
Madison was admittedly far ahead of his times. He had to wait for 
Lincoln to have his ideas vindioated. De.peration can be an ally to the 
truth. Once the dreaded Civil War had broken out, Lincoln wanted the na-
tion to know over what it was fighting. In an address to Cone:ress in 1863, 
he said: 
Much is said about the "sovereignty" ot the states; 
but the word even is not in the national Constitution 
•••• The States have their status in the Union, and 
they have no oth~r legal Status. If they break trom 
this, they can only do so against law and by revolution. 
The Union, and not themselves separately. procured their 
independence and their liberty. • • .The Union is older 
than any ot the states, and, in tact, it created the. 
as States. Originally some dependent coloni •• ma~he 
iDion, and, in turD, the Union threw ott their old de-
pendence tor them, and made them State., such as thel 
are.'S 
The state. live within the Union as the oella within a man's body. The 
,a Commager, p. 39~. 
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cells ha.ve their own lives, their own r;rowth and vigor; yet they take lit 
trom the body, not the body from them. 
For those who admit the views of Lincoln and Madison, the sovereient 
ot the State no longer elicits the dread ita votaries once strove to in-
spire. Calhoun might speak ot sovereignty in terms worthy ot a deity--
tilt is the supreme power in a State,,39_-but other voices trom the South 
contradicted hi. in his own day, such as John Taylor. the triend ot Madi-
son. who had proposed the Virginia Resolutions. A political philosopher 
in his own right, Taylor was skeptical ot all the commotion ove~ the term 
sovereimty, which he re~arded as an equivocal term that "tickled the 
mind" with contemplation of unknown powers and ideas ot supremacy. Its 
use toJas, accordinc- to Taylor, an ingenious strategem tor neutra.lizinl,~ con 
sti tutional restrictions by a single word r~a8 a new chemical ingredient 
will often chanp:e the eftects ot a r,reat mass of other matters." "Our 
constitution. • .wisely rejected this indetinite word a8 Ii traitor ot 
civil rights, and endeavored to kill it dead by specifications and re-
strictions of power, that it might never again be used in political dis-
40 quisitions." 
A modern political philosopher aerees with Taylor. In Man and the 
---
State, Jacques Maritain shows trom key texts or such men as Bodin, Hobbes 
and Rousseau, that sovereignty has inYariably implied a transcendent pow-
er, separate trom the body politiC, ruling it trom above without regard 
39 Works, I. 146. 
~""",po;. ....... ..;;.;;;;; ........ Construed !!!.!! Constitutions Vindicated (,:~ichmondt 
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tor a higher moral law. The Sovereign State presumE'S to rule without any 
accountability; ita power is absolute, not derived trom thp eoverned. 
Such authority, Maritain correctly states, belon~s only to God; and Mari-
tain believes "political philosophy must :~et rid ot the word as well a8 
tbe concept." 'The two concepts of Sovereignty and Absolutism have been 
forged together on the same anvil. 41 They must be scrapped together.1! 
One may sympathize with Maritain and Taylor, but words are difficult 
to legislate out of existence once they come into common use. If a bette 
word had been at hand, perhaps Madison would have obliged Haritain and 
used it instead of his divided sovereignty. At any rate, 1-1a.dison would 
have nothing to do with the "mysteries of state" nor an unanswerable ,~en-
eral will which might exist beyond the ~oral law. By his divided sover-
eignty he meant the division of powers in an independent nation. If the 
powers be divided, so is the sovereignty. 
The nullifiers it appeara, endeavor to shelter them· 
selves under a distinction between a delegation and 
a surrender of powers. But if the powers be attri-
butes ot sovereignty & nationality & the grant of them 
be perpetual, as is neces6arily implied, where not 
otherwise expressed, sovereignty & nationality accord-
ing to the extent of the grant are effectually trans-
ferred by it. and a dispute about the name is but a 
battle of worda. The practical result is not indeed 
lett to argument or inference. The words of the Con-
stitution are explicit that the Constitution and laws 
ot the U. S. shall he supreme over the Constitution 
& laws of the several States; supreme in their expo-
sition and execution as well as in their authority. 
Without a supremacy in those respects it would be like 
a scabbard in the hand of a soldier without a sword in 
it.~2 
41 ~ ~ !h! .St_a_t_e (Chicago, 1951), pp. 29; 53. 
42gunt • IX, 512. 
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Thus Madison's divided sovereignty differed from Calhoun's idea of dele-
gated powers of an undivided sovereignty. It is consequently Calhoun the 
sectionalist whose theories lead toward totalitarianism, not Madison the 
nationalist. In order to weaken the bound. of the government in which he 
found himself. Calhoun developed a theory of absolutism that was far more 
dangerous than the system he criticized. 
The passage of years has brought the argument through a full circle. 
Madison had to refute those who said that all sovereignty remained in the 
States; today he would have to refute those who say that all sovereignty 
has been given to the national government and consequently no sovereignty 
remains in the States. To this Madison would reply, no doubt, with the 
same answer he gave to the nullifiers. If a tree is known by its fruits, 
so is a government by its powers. Look to the respective powers of the 
two governments. If both possess substantial power, then the sovereignty 
has been divided. That was for Madison the only rational way of under-
standing the elusive character of sovereignty. 
In support of such a theory, Madison could rely on the authority of 
such mert Ml .Tohn Marshall, Daniel viebster, and the distinguished Visitor 
to Ameri~an shores Alexis de Tocquevil1e. Much of Tocqueville's analysiS 
of the American Constitution could be taken bodily from Madison. 
The first question which awaited the Americans was so 
to divide the sovereignty that each of the different 
states which oomposed the Union should continue to gov-
ern itself in all that concerned its internal prosper-
ity, while the entire nation, represented by the Union. 
should continue to form a oompaot body and to provide for 
all general exigenoies. The problem was a oomplex and 
difficult one. It was as impossible to determine before-
hand, with any degree of accuracy, the share of autho~ity 
th~lt each of the two goYerZlllents was tn enjoy ftA 
t.o rore_.e all the inoidents in the life of a 
.a.ation. 43 
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Tocquevt11e also agreed with Madison that judicial reyiew by tederal 
oourt. was one ot the most important single faotors in determining the 
tederal-state relationship. nThis waa," Tooqueville writes, na severe 
blow to tbe sovereignty of tbe state., whioh was thus restricted not only 
by the lawa, but by the interpretation of them, by one limit which was 
44 known and by another which was unknoWD. If Yet he declares that. al thoug' 
the superior powers of sovereignty reside with the n~tio~al ~ov~rnment an 
although confliots of power between state and nation are adjudicated by a 
federal court, still "the sovereignty of the United states is shared be-
tw.en the Union and the states. ,/+5 A [,etter COfltirm,Jtion of Madison's 
divided sovereignty cannot be found. 
In his tina.l letters Madison says that, it and wben oontests arise 
between state and nation, those oontesta must be oarried on within the 
trame ot the Constitution by the various avenues open to the State agains 
the Federal power, and to the Fede~al ~~v.rnment against the State powers 
Appeal. repeal, impeaohment--these are the steps which the constitution-
alist urges. The devolution of power he had 60UCht has heen found--but 
within the bounds of the oonstitutional instrument, not beyond it where 
he had once been tempted to look. 
-. 
4'Demooracl in America. The Henry Reeve Text, edited by Ihi11ips 
Bradley (New York;-19~5), It 114. 
44Ibid • t 143. 
-
4'Ibld. t 123.· 
-
A tinal teatinony to Madison's constitutional spirit is an unad-
dre.sed letter written sometime in 1833. The draft doe. not state to 
whom the letter WAS addressed; poasibly it was meant as a memorandum for 
46 posthumous use. The topic ot the letter 1s majority government.. R.ck 
less men t Madison atates t have accused majority governments ot being the 
mO$t tyrannical of all. Driven to desperation by the truetrutiolJ ot thei 
OWll 8cheme8, they attack the one forI'!! of government capeble of giving man 
both justice and security. "The Patrons of t1::is new beresy. fI he notes, 
ar~ at a loss to explain why the same tyranny does not work within their 
own States, some of which are quite lar~ and contAin a plurali.ty ot in-
terests. He then continues; 
It has been said that all GOV~ i8 an evil. It wd be 
aore proper to 8ay that the neo •• sity of aay GOyt i. 
a mistortun.. This necesaity however exists, and the 
prohle. to be solved is, not what tora or Goy~ i8 per-
t.ct, but which ot the torms i8 least impert.ct, and 
here the general question auat b. between a republioan 
Govern~ in whioh the majority rule the minority, and a 
Gov' in whioh a l •••• r number or the l.aat numb.r rule 
the majority. It the republ can for"! 10, as all of us 
agree, to be preferred, the tinal question must be, 
what is the ~tructure ot it that \~11 best r,uard age 
preoipitat. oounaela and tactiou. combinations for un-
just purpoeee. 4? 
The &nsw.r. as before, is federal republicaniollh In this context Madison 
then taces the realistic economic problem th3.t \1aa at the root of the po-
11tical disputes ot the 1830-8: the fears ot the S~uthern agricultural 
intereete in the face of the ~owing indu8tri~l might ot the Northeastern 
46 Hunt, IX, 520, n. 
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state.. As a case in point. the Virginian turn. to hia own stat. jo1n1n1 
the intelligence of his arcusents with a true concern for her welfare. 
fo beata with, VireiDia's agriculture ia di.eraitied aao.g halt a 40.e. 
aajor cropa, thus providing a plurality of interesta within agrioulture 
it.elt. In addition Virginia ia bectnn1Dg. Madison aals. to .anuta.ture 
an4 .ell her own product.. Thus, e.e. it sh. were thrown upon her own 
outside the Union, she would soon b. subject to those clashes of majorit, 
rale which som. of her citizea. ao bitterll complain ot againat the Unioa 
Jro. this degression into Virginia's condition, Madison returns to 
the ,enera! probl •• ot majority rule. Be admits that it soaetimes __ y 
happ.n that the constitutional majo£itl (the larg.r group of elect.d rep-
re.entative. and ofticiala) 881 belong to the £,pular minoritl. aot the 
majority. "still the constitutional majority muat be acquiesced in by th~ 
constitutional minorit,. while the Constitution exists. the so.ent that 
arran .... nt is auccesefulll frustrated, the Constitution i8 at an end. 
!he only remedy, there tore. tor the oppressed ainority ie in the aaendmea1 
of the Constitution or a aub •• reion of the Constitution. thie infer •• ce 
is unavoidable. Whil. the Constitution i8 in torce, the power created by 
it, whether a popular aiaorit, or majority, aust be the l_litisate power. 
and obe,ed 8. the only alternative to the dissolution of all soyer-..nt8M4~ 
118 10sio is irrefutable. A constitution, perhaps the m08t just and 
aoat workable eYer devi.ed b7 man, haa be.n adopted by the p.ople of 
the United state.. Then let the. live b7 it •• eekiDg their redre •• whe. 
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neceasar1 according to its provisions, or let them throw it awa1_ An1 
man who professes there is some other course 1s onll deoeiving the people 
he would lead to destruction. ttII the will 01 a majoritl," Madiaon con-
oluded, "cannot be trusted where there are diversilied and connicting 1n~ 
tere.ts, it can be trusted Bovhere, b.cause such interests exist ever7-
where. n49 
The people ot a republic must be willing to sutter the occaaional 
!AcoDvenieno.s and burdens whioh their governaent impoae.. underatanding 
that havine a govern.ent both respon.ible and •• endable is better tban 
try-in, to tollow their own desires and the goyern.ent·s at the aaae time. 
Madison was aware of that interplay between government and governed which 
later political philosophers would call a dialeotic_ SO.etimes the rep-
resentatiyea are wiser than their oonstituents. som.ti~ea the people are 
wiser than their repre.entative.. tet, in their common eflorts toward 
the goals of aociety, neither aust despair of its partner. 
CHAPTER V 
THE VIRJINIA HE~ITAGE 
The heritage lett by Madison of reserved powers to be defended with-
in the fr~ework ot the Constitution has continued to this day, e8pecial~ 
in his own State ot Virginia. The 1956 Resolution of the :Jeneral AS6ellb:ty 
ot the Commonwealth of Virginia "interposing the sovereignty ot Virginia 
against encroachment upon the reserved powers ot this State tl is perhaps 
the most responsible statement ot its kind to come out of the South in 
the last twenty years. l Untortunately other recent Virginia declarations 
have not equalled its 1I0deration •. nd thoroughness. 
In the opening months of 1948 President Harry Truman was oalling tor 
a aeries ot federal billa to insure civil liberties, espeoially tor the 
Negroe. in the South. On February 19, Senator Harry F. Byrd ot Virginia 
speaking in Richmond betore a Jefferson-Jackson Day Democratic dinner de-
.cribed. the Pre.identts civil riehts legislation and anti-poll tax bills 
as tla mas. inTasion of states' rights neyer before even suggested, much 
2 less recommended, by any previous President." 
A public official has a rirr,ht to voice his priYate opinlolls, but one 
week later Governor M. Tuok of Virginia went muoh turther. He asked the 
1 Senate Joint Reeoluticn No. " February I, 19,6. 
2 Cited in introduction to the Koch and Ammon article, 145. 
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legislature ot Virginia to change the eleotion lawe of the state 80 that 
tho ~am. or Harry Truman would not appear on the October ballot. Lik. 
BJrd.. h. accused 'l'rUlllan ot nan obvioua inyas10o" of States' rights and 
invite4 other Southern States to follow the Old Dominion's lead.' Tuck'. 
eftorts were in vain; in the election sw •• p ot that tall, Truman carried. 
Virginia as well aa many other Southern state... But Tuck's extreme .ea .. -
urea involved the danger of setting precedents tor future battles. 
A more •• riou8 challenge to Southern leaders ca.. with the Supreme 
Court de.iaion of r~ 17, 1954. in the Brown ~. Board of Education ca.e. 
The deciaion declared that raoially segregated public achools which were 
supposedly "separate but equal" were unconstitutional. Two yeare later--
atter careful study and before the unhappy incident. in Little Rock--the 
aeneral A.aembly of Virginia passed a resolution which tollows olosely 
the Virsini& Resolutions ot Madison and whioh incorporate. the clarifica-
tiona and safeguards which he had added at the olose ot his career. 
The whole document .tre •• e. the need tor proper constitutional pro-
.edura. The Virginians belie •• that the de01810n of the Supre.e Court 
went t4r beyond the power to interpretate and aotually amended the Four-
t.enth .. endaent. Whether the people of the United State. would now like 
such an .... naent is a legitimate quest1on, but it is not tor tbe Supre.e 
Court to do the amending. !he arguments of the A •••• bly are ditficult to 
an.werl "the State of Virginia did not agree, in ratifying the Fourteen~ 
Amendment, nor did other state. ratifying the Fourteenth Amendment agree, 
that the power to operate raoially .eparate Bchools WAS to be prohibited 
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to them thereby. ff As evidence. the Asscmbly ohow8 that the very Concretes 
whioh propo;:;;ed tl:e Fourteenth Amendment tor ratification established .,p_ 
arate schools in the DIstrict of Columbia; . and that man,. of the State teg-
ialaturos that ratified the F{)urtcenth Ameduent also provided ter systeflU! 
of sepal"ate SChools for th~ two races; "and still further, the Aaserably 
notes that both State and Federal courts, without any exception, recog-
nized and approved this clear underotandinr; over a long p'!riod of yaara 
and held repeatedly that the power to operate such 8chools W&8. indeed, a 
power reserved to the States. N' 
~\'hat moat concerns one who has studied the constitutional theory of 
HadilSon is the manner in which the A.ssembly closee its declaration. "TRERll-
['ORE, the General Assembly of Virgi.nia. • .no'!,'!! appeals to her .dater State ~ 
for thi.lt decision which on11 they are qualified under our mutua.l compact 
to make, and respectfully requests t~em to join her in taking appropriate 
stepa, pursuant to Article V ot the Constituti~~. by which an amendment. 
designed to aettle the issue of contested power here asserted, may be pro-
posed to all the statea.y5 The State ot Virginia is willing to undertake, 
therefor. t the task of securing the clarifying amendment and does not tbro , 
the burden of proot on Goaeone else. This i8 surely an example of laudabl 
legislative restraint. 
Two years later J. Lindsey Almond, Goyernor at Virginia, was les. 
, 
Joint Resolution No. " p. 2. The Resolution may be had in .eparatt 
copy from the Ieeper of the Rolle of the State, Riohmond, Virginia. 
restrained. In his criticism of the acts of the Supreme Court in rel&-
tion to the Little Rock school disJ:)ute, he said, "The proclamation by th 
Supreme Court in the Little Rock case. • .is the most far-reaohing and 
devastating blow ever to bludgeon the reserved powers of the states of 
this union. It is designed to reduce the states to the status of mere 
puppets, slavishly manacled to the sociological and personal predilection 
of a judicial oligarchy negating the tundamental concept of a government 
of law and not ot .en. It tears the battered remnant of the Tenth Amend. 
ment out of the Constitution and hurls it into the taoe of a shocked and 
beleaguered people.,,6 This is fine oratory but poor constitutional thee 
The Tenth Amendment is still in the Constitution and to insure its main-
tenance, Governor Almond would be well-advised to follow the course ad-
vocated by his own AS8embly. 
Let enough time pass, let enough sand run through the hour-glAus, an 
.early every statement once made will be contradicted. It was the first 
Republican President who fHlid, nThe Union is older thaJl an1 of the Still 
and, in tact, it created them as sttttes." But Eisenhower, the most recent 
Republican President. has said, uThe Federal Government did not create 
the states of this Republic. The states created the 'ederal Governmen~t7 
It is true that Lincoln speaks of the Union and Eisenhower 8peaks of the 
Federal Government. Th~f4t can account for som.e ot the ditterence. but 
6cited in [. 1. !!!! ~ ~o~~d B!port, XLV (Oct. 10, 1958), 43. 
7Cited by Noah M. Mason, CongreasmAn from Illinois. Eisenhower was 
speaking in Des Moines during the ca.mpaign of 1952. 11;tal See.chee, 
XXIII (March 1. 19.5'7), 306. 
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neither Lincoln nor Madison could agree with the Eisenhower statement that 
the States created the Federal Government. The people of the states rat-
itied a constitution and that constitution provided those people with a 
national government. 
Whatever may have been the views of Eisenhower when he made the above 
statement in 1952, he considered the sovereignty ot the States suttici~ 
limited in 1957 to permit him to send the United States Army into the 
streets ot Little Rook no matter what the Governor of Arkansas said about 
it. Was this an instance ot that tradition of American Presidents whoee 
actions make more sense than their words? 
In conclusion, attention might be ~iven to a recent study made by a 
qualified Southerner on the whole ~namics of power existin~ between Stat. 
and Nation. William G. Carleton, Professor ot Political Science at the 
University of Florida, has considered the phenomenon in detail. During 
the twentieth century the state governments have, he says, tlenormously ex· 
tended their powers. Some ot theee powers are old powers taken trom the 
counties, but many ot them are n.w powers never bet ore exercised by any 
government in America. However, federal powers have ';:rown too and. • • 
at lit more rapid rate." Thus. "while the powers of the states have grown 
absolutely. they have deolined relatively."a Carleton has here exposed 
the over-simplification by which the powers of the States have been said 
to be declining. The actual problem is that. while their power in new 
8 From a speech delivered at the National C()nterence of Governors, 
San Juan, Puerto Rico, Au;,;uat 5, 1959. Vital Speeches, XXV (Sept. 15. 
1959), 754. 
mattera has grown rapidly, old mattera wh1ch were long regarded a. their 
special preserve have been withdrawn froa their control. 
Carleton then examinea the behavior ot government on it. various lev-
elsl Rural community, state, and national. He finds the first of th •• e 
the moat biased and undemocratic, and 80me of the st8te govern.ents are 
not much better. "Wi1 ia liberty better aafeguarded in the nation thu 
111 the atat •• ? 
• • Because 1n the nation at large it is harder for a 
aingle group or faction to get control of the IOvern.ent. •• Decaus. 
with the wide scope of the nation there are many more cla8s •• , groups, in 
tere.ts, and. values which check. restrain, and counter-balance one an-
other ... 9 Protessor Carleton is hiatorian enough to acknowledge bis 
source., the Federalist Papera. More precisely he is drawing trom Madi-
80n'. No. 10. A further point made by Carleton corroboratea the f~jorit 
govern.eats" letter ot Madison written at the end of hi. career. Carleto 
.entions how the states are now filled with a great v~riety of commercial 
CUltural. and racial groupa. the beginning ot this trend was observed by 
Madison in hie own Virginia of 1833. In .uch a broadening of state inter 
eats he recognized t.be hope for a aore responsible state government. 'l'he 
hope of Madison had b.en partly fulfilled 1n 1959. The diversiflcutioa 
he aaw iA Virginia i. BOW common in moet ot the state. in the Union. It 
State covernments were now made tru11 re,pre.entifJ.tiv., then the rest of hi 
hope. might be realized. the States beooming not only more democratio but 
more powerful. 
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The citizens ot a nation want results. If the States can achieve 
those results, the people will not look turther. It the states are not 
molested by irresponsible federal intrusions. those powers will solidity 
and grow. This was the heritage that Madison lett with his tellow Vir-
ginians and tellow Americans. The wealth of that heritage is still being 
drawn upon. 
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